
Appendix 

Kippax Group Centre Master Plan – Community Engagement Report – Stage 4 
Individual submissions for Kippax Group Centre 
The following section includes all submissions received regarding the amendments to the Kippax Group Centre Draft 
Master Plan. Please note that personal details have been removed from these submissions and any images or 
attachments included with the submission have been left out of this report. 

Email received 23 December 2017 – Resident 
Southern Cross Drive West of Florey Drive is still one-lane either way. This is grossly inadequate to cope with the 
traffic from developments to the West or even existing (let alone increased traffic) from Kippax and surrounding 
areas. 

The original plan for the area was that when traffic needs increased the house access lanes on the North side of 
Southern Cross Drive West of Florey Drive would become a second carriage-way with the two directions of traffic 
separated by the current wide strip of nature similar to the situation on Southern Cross Drive East of Florey Drive. 
Also, the road west of the West edge of Macgregor where it borders on Southern Cross Drive has space for 
extending the dual-lane facility to the new subdivisions at the currently closed West Belconnen waste disposal 
facility. 

Will Southern Cross Drive to the West of Florey Drive be so modified and will said modification be extended to the 
currently closed West Belconnen waste disposal facility? 

Email received 24 December 2017 – Resident 
I wish I had known about this plan before. I live in Cook but drive to Kippax Library as it is impossible to park close to 
Belconnen Library as parking is full with those who work there or commute to the city. And if you get a park you 
have to pay. Where will I go when I can no longer park in Kippax? 

Email received 27 December 2017 – Resident 
I am writing to enquire about the redevelopment of the Kippax Centre, in particular the Skateboard ramp near the 
ovals. The plans indicate the ramp will be demolished but there is no mention of a replacement or relocation even 
though the draft master plan says: "existing sport, recreation and community facilities affected by any expansion to 
the east of the centre would need to be relocated and the community should not be disadvantaged as part of this 
process (see Poster 3 for more detail);" 

I live in the area and regularly use the ramp with my three boys and friends. This ramp is the only facility in West 
Belconnen and it would be a shame if it was not replaced during the redevelopment. 

I would like to be involved with any upcoming consultations. 

Email received 6 January 2018 – Resident 
I've been trying to find where to provide feedback on the revised Kippax plan but can't see any links to discussion 
boards or the like. My major concern with the plan is that there still seems to be an intent to repurpose some of the 
car parking without making it clear that this will not result in fewer parking spaces. Kippax is already a busy centre 
and it can be difficult to find a car park at times. If the developments proposed increase the number of services and 
retail outlets at the centre there will need to be a matching increase in the amount of car parking available. 

  



Email received 7 January 2018- Resident 
Although I have been advised that the display of the new proposal has finally been erected at the Kippax Library, I 
am told that hard copies of the actual plans and proposals are not currently available and there is no plan to provide 
them. 
It is completely inappropriate to expect local residents to review and understand the new proposal from display 
boards at the library. 

Please advise when and where hard copies of the proposal will be available. 

I would also suggest that the library is not the appropriate site for the display if you want local people to see it and 
respond. The initial proposal was displayed at the Kippax Fair where local residents will easily see it and be able to 
know what is happening. The release of the news just before Christmas was hardly an appropriate action to 
generate local knowledge and interest. 

Email received 16 January 2018 – Resident 
I’m a resident on Moyes Crescent in Holt adjacent to the proposed development. I’ve read through the revised 
documentation on the have your say website. I can’t find any information on what kind of development will be 
included on the ovals? Will this be residential or commercial? Or has this not been decided yet. 

Email received 16 January 2018 - Resident 
I have looked at your plans and am wondering if extra parking is being allocated in this plan? You seem to be taking 
away a lot of parking but I see no new parking. Given this will be a major shopping precinct for the new Ginninderry 
estate and golf course estate extension and parking is often already a problem, has this been prioritised? I know 
from community sessions previously lack of parking has been discussed as a major issue. 

As it is considered Kippax will now be a ‘public transport hub’ for the West Belconnen community (per Our Canberra 
Belconnen edition Jan/Feb 2018) I envisage people will want to park/ride since surrounding suburbs are not served 
well by buses to Kippax for connections to Belconnen/City (infrequent/long routes which take a ridiculous amount of 
time/not viable for shopping trips from surrounding suburbs to Kippax hence high car use). Has any of this been 
taken into consideration? 

I work from home and have a P.O box at Kippax. Already I find it difficult to park for the 5-10 minutes it takes me to 
get my mail. 

Email received 16 January 2018 - Resident 
Now that the Magpies Football Club has been losing money over the last few years there has been talk that it may 
be changed into a Medical Centre is that on the drawing board. 

Email received 18 January 2018 – Resident 
The maps provided online to explain the changes in the revised draft Master Plan for Kippax raise a number of 
questions and concerns. 

The map at https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9615/1364/2698/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised- 
Framework.pdf shows a proposed park and ride station over tennis courts in the “Open Space and Sports Precinct”. 
The tennis courts have been only recently upgraded, at no-doubt significant expense. The existing car parking space 
is used by users of the courts and ovals. How is “park and ride” consistent with an “Open Space and Sports 
Precinct”? How much open space will that take away from the precinct? What will happen to the recently upgraded 
tennis courts? 

The proposed structured car park is located as far as possible away from the main supermarket area. A long way to 
carry your weekly groceries from Woolworths. Regardless of whether the retail area is extended over the oval to the 
east of the existing Kippax centre, wouldn’t it be much more sensible to build a structured car park over the existing 

https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9615/1364/2698/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Framework.pdf
https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9615/1364/2698/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Framework.pdf


car park to the east of Kippax centre. Or, even better, under a redeveloped Kippax Fair site. This would put the car 
park much closer to major shopping, take up fewer existing surface car parks, and remove car-park traffic from the 
proposed bus interchange, and child-care and fast-food traffic. 

Wherever a structured car park is built, what can be done to ensure that sufficient trolley return spaces are provided 
in appropriate spaces handy to where cars are parked? The experience of Jamison group centre shows supermarkets 
cannot be relied on to provide appropriate return spaces. Are shoppers really expected to shop at the existing 
Woolworths, trolley their goods to the proposed structured car park at the other end of Kippax, and then take their 
trolley back to Woolworths? 

It is not stated, but no one will build a structured car park separate from a shopping centre without pay parking, and 
pay parking with substantial fees. Is this appropriate for a group centre near the edge of suburbia, when other group 
centres closer to the city centre, such Jamison, have free (though barely adequate) surface parking. Won’t pay- 
parking just encourage people to go to Jamison instead of Kippax. But if basement parking is a condition of 
redevelopment (or new development) of a shopping centre, parking (or at least short-term parking) can remain free. 

Building the structured car park over existing car park will dramatically reduce car parking availability during 
construction. And car parking is proposed to be further reduced for the new community facilities building and the 
people’s park or plaza. Car parking at Kippax is barely adequate now. Parking demand will only increase if retail 
floor-space is increased. Parking space has to increase by the time any additional floor space is opened, and not 
reduced significantly during the construction period. Parking should be a required part of any redevelopment or new 
development. 

Hardwick Crescent is shown as the “main street”, a dead-end street (with car-free space in the middle), the site for 
entrance to and exit from a structured car park, access to a child care centre (which does not have its own car 
parking) and the site of a relocated and expanded bus interchange. The car-free space will not work for pedestrians 
if buses from an expanded interchange have to travel through it. And I can’t see all the buses doing U-turns in 
Hardwick Crescent to get out of the bus interchange. And the part of Hardwick Crescent proposed to be open to 
traffic cannot work as both a main street and an expanded bus interchange simultaneously. And you appear to be 
proposing to close the Hardwick Crescent entrance from the northern end of Starke Street. I think these proposals 
would add up to a traffic nightmare significantly endangering pedestrians, including those going to and from the 
child-care centre. 

Is it really intended that the existing retail space on the western side of Hardwick Crescent become part of an 
expanded “Family and community precinct”? Why should it not remain retail or mixed use? Turning it into “family 
and community” is like to reduce dramatically pedestrian street activity there. But the land-use map 
https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/3015/1364/2737/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Land-Use-Zones.pdf 
shows this area as “services”. And https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9515/1364/2798/Kippax-Master- 
Plan-Revised-Building-Heights.pdf shows this area as being “Medium rise (6 storeys). What “services” are envisaged 
here to fill 6-storey buildings? And why would the extended retail area over the ovals be confined to two storeys if 
the site of the existing Kippax Fair is to be allowed to go to six storeys? 

I’ve got a better idea: Allow retail and mixed-use development up to six storeys (if that is what developers need, but 
I’d have thought four would be plenty) on the existing Kippax Fair site, so long as it is accompanied by significant 
development of structured car parking underneath (two storeys minimum and, if necessary, east of the site) and 
retail at ground- and first-floor level minimum. Allow four- or six-storey mixed-use development with retail at 
ground level minimum and at least two storeys of car-parking below, on the western side of Hardwick Crescent, 
where there is currently retail, services and a gym. End of problem. Keep the ovals where they are. Leave the bus 
station where it is, extending it around the curve in front of Woolworths if it really needs to be bigger. Keep free 
surface car-parking where it is, to encourage retail developers to keep basement car-parking free for shoppers. 
Minimal public cost. Free car parking. You might even be able to pedestrianise some of Hardwick Crescent. And 
plenty of space for retail and services. And encouragement for Kippax Fair management and the landlords to the 
west to refresh, refurbish, and/or redevelop. All of which is well overdue. 

https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/3015/1364/2737/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Land-Use-Zones.pdf
https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9515/1364/2798/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Building-Heights.pdf
https://yoursay.act.gov.au/application/files/9515/1364/2798/Kippax-Master-Plan-Revised-Building-Heights.pdf


Email received 18 January 2018 – Resident 
I was wondering if there was any intention to replace the Kippax Half Pipe as a part of the master plan? It's listed in 
the plan as "not functional" which is false because I've used it myself in the past month without issue. If a public 
skate facility is going to be demolished and/or removed for the expansion of the shopping centre then I think that it 
should either be relocated or preferably replaced with something similar. I know that the half pipe was also asked 
about much earlier in the consultation process (a few years ago) so it's very disappointing to see no mention of a 
plan to replace or relocate it? 

Email received 29 January 2018 – Resident 
I am responding to the promo material in my letter box regarding have your say about the future of Kippax. I am 
struck by the statement that the proposal is to remove 2 sports fields from Kippax to reactivate the Higgins Oval - I 
am not sure that sporting fields and a renovated Oval will in fact serve the same purpose. 

On my count based on the diagrams in the document on the website there are actually 5 fields being removed for 
open/park space. I am not sure how this could possibly meet the needs of the community as I often walk around in 
key sports season and at least two or more of these ovals are busy with junior sports at the same time. Believe me I 
am not a parent or even particularly interested in sport - but I don’t see the argument for removing all of these 
spaces which allow individuals and teams to train, individuals to run, parents to kick balls with their kids, and even 
picnic - will the new space provide for all this? 

I am also of the view it will be cheaper in the long run to properly maintain sports fields than parks or open space, - 
the lack of care already means trees often fall across the ovals as tree maintenance is already a low priority. I would 
very much like to see comparative figures on maintenance of the two different types of spaces. What exactly is 
being proposed for the areas that sporting fields would be removed from? There is no real clarity on that unless I 
missed it in the document. 

I believe it is really unlikely the ACT government will have the ongoing funds to maintain the area shown in Diagram 
32 as park/community area. When that happens it will be likely the area will become built up. These areas of green 
open space are important to this community particularly as many here are getting older - they walk and exercise old 
dogs as do the younger generation exercise their dogs often walking children. It brings children into the space as 
well. This is already a densely populated area with lots of townhouses. 

Email received 29 January 2018 – Resident 
Maybe this is kind of irrelevant or hard to provide for the community, but I feel we need a ‘nice’ coffee shop in 
Kippax. 

Forget about The Coffee Club which is expensive, dark, not a pleasant atmosphere. 

The external cafe Okrich closes at 4 pm. I don’t know how they get away with that. 

Email received 1 February 2018 – Resident 

Higgins oval is one of the few leash-free dog walking areas in Higgins. I would like it to remain as such. I have no 
objection to the playing fields to the east of Kippax being redeveloped, but suggest that the abandoned playing 
fields on the corner of Moyes Crescent and Starke Street are a better substitute for these than the Higgins oval. 

Email received 7 February 2018 – Resident 
I have been a Holt home owner for the last 2 years. Me and my kids love the half pipe at Kippax. 

Despite the Skateboard Half Pipe being older, it's still ridable. We still use it because it is within walking distance 
from us and there isn't anything else like it in the area. 

Your current Draft Kippax Master Plan states that the current Half Pipe is to be removed, and there is also the 
statement (below) to relocate or replace recreational facilities: 



https://www.planning.act.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan- 
Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page=2 

"existing sport, recreation and community facilities affected by any expansion to the east of the centre would need 
to be relocated and the community should not be disadvantaged as part of this process (see Poster 3 for more 
detail);" 
Could you please advise us what plans there are to relocate the existing half pipe and/or provide new facilities to 
replace it? 

Email received 8 February 2018 – Resident 
I have been a Higgins home owner since 2009. I was previously President and a member of the Canberra 
Skateboarding Association for 10 years. I have two daughters and a keen interest to see existing and ongoing 
recreational facilities provided in our area, particularly for skateboarding. 

Despite the Skateboard Half Pipe being older, it's still ridable. We still use it because it is within walking distance 
from us and there isn't anything else like it in the area. 

Your current Draft Kippax Master Plan states that the current Half Pipe is to be removed, and there is also the 
statement (below) to relocate or replace recreational facilities: 

https://www.planning.act.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan- 
Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page=2 

"existing sport, recreation and community facilities affected by any expansion to the east of the centre would need 
to be relocated and the community should not be disadvantaged as part of this process (see Poster 3 for more 
detail);" 

Could you please advise me what plans there are to relocate the existing half pipe and/or provide new facilities to 
replace it? 

Email received 12 February 2018 – Resident 
The revisions to the draft master plan that is now open for your comment include: 

Recommending rezoning of part of the playing fields from open space to retail uses to allow for retail expansion to 
the east of Kippax Fair; 

Recommending that part of the surface car park to the west of Woolworths (south of the Kippax Library and the 
proposed new community facilities building) be rezoned to open space to allow for a small 'people's park'; and 

What gives the owners of Kippax Fair and you the ACT Government to take way public land such as the Kippax ovals. 
Kippax already has 2 supermarkets why should we need 3. Abusing public land is not right or conscionable. The oval 
belong to the public not the blasted developers or the greedy ACT self-serving government? The ovals form what I 
can see most weekends are heavily used by sporting groups. 

Recommendations that the lost playing fields lost as part of any eastern retail expansion be relocated to the 
currently disused Higgins Ovals to the south of Starke Street. 

Why has the Higgins oval fallen into rack and ruin? The oval seems to be the only open space in most suburbs and 
most are heavily used so why should you lot be allowed to bugger the Higgins oval up as it is not yours but the 
residents of Higgins who owned it. The ACT Government are only caretakers for Canberra residents not landlords so 
I suggest you get the ownership straight. Suggest you go and bugger up the oval near where Andrew Barr lives as 
well as all the cafes so he cannot get his lattes each day. 

Email received 14 February 2018 – Resident 
I wish to comment on the Kippax upgrade: 

https://www.planning.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan-Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page%3D2
https://www.planning.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan-Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page%3D2
https://www.planning.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan-Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page%3D2
https://www.planning.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1138988/Kippax-Group-Centre-Master-Plan-Community-Engagement-Posters-access.pdf#page%3D2


I would like to see the Kippax complex and immediate surrounding areas have a strong emphasis on the natural 
environmental ambience. Such landscaping as: 

An abundance of native trees, bushes and plant growth. 

Landscape features such as pathways, natural timbers, screen, boulders/rocks, ground covers & sculptures. 

Outdoor seating, benches & sails. 

Other features that would add to shade and coolness in summer including outdoor car parking areas. 

Email received 16 February 2018 – Resident 
I am not opposed to increased medium density development but alarmed to see 6 storey buildings proposed for the 
Kippax Group Centre. Medium density development should be limited to the height of existing apartment 
complexes (e.g. “Parkview”) – no more than 3 storeys. 

Email received 16 February 2018 – Resident 
I am all for this development - Go ahead using one oval as a carpark, people in West Belconnen will have a property 
value hike with Westfield on their doorstep at Kippax. Residents in the suburb of Higgins complained about their 
little oval (which nobody has used in 30 years). Unit owners at Kippax then copped a childcare centre on the side of 
the road next to Magpies, which blocked the sun and views of a few units on the front side. The kids also get to see 
the local drunks walk in and out of Magpies (a great location for a childcare centre NOT). The owners and tenants 
also put up with Jack Hammers all day when the building was going on. 

I am all for this development as there are three ovals in a kilometre radius. Two at Kippax and one at Higgins. There 
is no Government car park at Kippax (unless you are referring to the three spots near the Health Centre) and if there 
is it is full anyway. Many other businesses could use with another carpark regardless, especially the Doctors and 
vets. 

There is a group of people online who were responsible for protesting on “saving the Higgins oval” in 2014. This oval 
has not been used for 30 years and it is still sitting empty. I drive past it every day and it is never used. Kids do not 
play outside as much as they used to anymore and it is not set up for sport. I really hope this particular group of 
people who were responsible for Childcare centre going on the edge of the road near Parkview Apartments (next 
door to Magpies). Do not have a big say in this decision. 

The decision made to put that Childcare Centre on the edge of the road caused the unit owners allot of angst. At  
one point the fire exit was blocked. My tenant had to listen to a jack hammer all day and he was a night shift worker. 
The childcare centre is laughed at and mocked by locals as it sits on the edge of the road (Southern Cross Drive) and 
right next to the Magpies club. It also blocked off the sun and view from some of the corner units at Parkview. If 
they want to save things, then they need to utilise them instead of them sitting dormant. 

I hope Westfield goes ahead, and I do not mind if an oval at Kippax goes, as long as it is only one. It is a great 
opportunity and it will see a huge property increase. 

Email received 16 February 2018 – Resident 
Extension onto part of Kippax Playing Fields 
As a geographer, I tend to view things from a more physical perspective than many. As mentioned, I have observed 
in my wanderings around Belconnen suburbs, how early planners designated sites for playing fields and walkways 
through suburbs and across Belconnen based on the lie of the land, especially the unsuitability of the site for 
housing due to natural flooding tendencies. 

In the Kippax situation, the natural drainage line starts in the southern part of the suburb of Higgins where water 
seeps from the ground at the top of Davidson Crescent after heavy rain. This might be due to the perched aquifers 
that occur in this part of Belconnen, as are obvious in Hawker. The water then drains down Davidson Street, past 



large kerbside drains, to Draper Crescent where it runs northward through a park strategically placed to allow some 
infiltration and to slow down the water before it feeds into a drainage channel (with footpath) that runs under 
Fullagar Crescent and under the former primary school site. A large concrete pipe opens into a swale which was 
originally grassed but, due to flooding of houses in a low lying area near Starke Street, was subsequently concreted 
to facilitate the passage of water. This then feeds into the Kippax District Playing Fields, passes under Southern Cross 
Drive and ultimately reaches Ginninderra Creek. 
Engineers can always come up with solutions to mitigate against the worst effects of such conditions but they are 
never perfect. Usually they depend upon regular maintenance to ensure effective action. The financial advantage of 
extending the Kippax Centre over part of the playing fields will be to the owner’s benefit and the continuing costs of 
maintaining the infrastructure will reside with the ACT Government funded by the community. 

Given the predicted changes associated with global warming, such as increased incidents of severe storms, it would 
seem wise to preserve the flood mitigation measures that already exist and have been improved, as needed, over 
the past half-century. Reducing them at this stage seems short-sighted, especially as it would create a pinch point in 
the drainage line. 

Presumably, the master plan supports sustainable development and, therefore, the use of the precautionary 
principle as outlined in section 9 of the Planning and Development Act 2007. 

Effective extension of Kippax Centre 
I indicated yesterday my concern that the revised master plan will not address the current failings of the Kippax 
Centre. From the beginning, the Kippax Centre was unappealing due to the long, narrow block provided for the main 
building of the shopping centre and the double road design of Hardwick Crescent. The resulting Kippax Fair building 
has a narrow central corridor (like a toboggan slide) linking the two more open ends. This means that flooring 
dominates the view and reduces any sense of cosiness. There is little internal open space of usable proportions. The 
enclosure of part of the northern end for the Coffee Club exacerbated this lack of space. 

The loop road arrangement of Hardwick Crescent has also contributed to a fragmentation of the centre and lack of 
thriving businesses outside the main building, particularly around Luke Street and Kippax Place. An attempt was 
made to address this by building the library between the two arms of Hardwick Crescent. This has worked visually 
but has not increased connectedness nor overcome the focus on the internally-focussed, enclosed central building 
at the expense of smaller businesses outside it. 

Extending the Kippax Fair building out to the east will only exacerbate the exclusion of these external businesses. 
This is a normal process and has happened in Civic to the detriment of the City Walk area. It has also happened in 
the Belconnen Town Centre where the extension of the mall has reduced economic activity in the trades area. A 
more inclusive master plan would delete the arm of Hardwick Crescent adjacent to the Kippax Fair, currently 
proposed as the ‘main street’, and allow for extension of that building westwards to the edge of the carparks as well 
as the originally-envisaged eastward extension incorporating the current community building and carpark to enlarge 
the commercial space. 

Library and community centre 
The Kippax Library is effectively the centre of community life in Kippax. In future it will need to be extended, so 
provision should be made to allow this to happen without total disruption to the operation of the library. The 
adjoining park and children’s playground should be maintained at its full current size to accommodate larger groups 
associated with the construction of new suburbs to the west. This means that extension of the library can only use 
the adjoining carpark on its north. 

Parking areas 
The parking areas should be kept. The only building allowed on them should be multi-storeyed car parks. The idea 
that cars will be less used in future is as fanciful as the 1970’s expectation of the “paperless office” due to increasing 



use of computers. 

Extension onto part of Kippax Playing Fields 
There is no indication that the consultation process involved any discussion of the importance of the playing fields to 
the efficient and effective control of excessive natural water drainage. Early planners designated sites for playing 
fields and walkways through suburbs and across Belconnen based on the lie of the land, especially the unsuitability 
of the site for housing due to natural flooding tendencies. 
In the Kippax situation, the natural drainage line starts in the southern part of the suburb of Higgins where water 
seeps from the ground at the top of Davidson Crescent after heavy rain. This might be due to the perched aquifers 
that occur in this part of Belconnen. The water then drains down Davidson Street, past large kerbside drains, to 
Draper Crescent where it runs northward through a park strategically placed to allow some infiltration and to slow 
down the water before it feeds into a drainage channel that runs under Fullagar Crescent and under the former 
primary school site. A large concrete pipe opens into a swale which was originally grassed but, due to flooding of 
houses in a low-lying area near Starke Street, was subsequently concreted to facilitate the passage of water. This 
then feeds into the Kippax District Playing Fields, passes under Southern Cross Drive and ultimately reaches 
Ginninderra Creek. 

Engineers can always come up with solutions to mitigate against the worst effects of such conditions but they are 
never perfect. Usually they depend upon regular maintenance to ensure effective action. The financial advantage of 
extending the Kippax Centre over part of the playing fields will be to the owner’s benefit and the continuing costs of 
maintaining the infrastructure will reside with the ACT Government funded by the community. 

Given the predicted changes associated with global warming, such as increased incidents of severe storms, it would 
seem wise to preserve the flood mitigation measures that already exist and have been improved, as needed, over 
the past half-century. Reducing them at this stage seems short-sighted, especially as it would create a pinch point in 
the drainage line. Presumably, the master plan supports sustainable development and, therefore, the use of the 
precautionary principle as outlined in section 9 of the Planning and Development Act 2007. 

Effective extension of Kippax Centre 
Extending the Kippax Fair building out to the east will not only upset the natural drainage, it will also exacerbate the 
decline of businesses outside the main commercial building on the western side. This is a normal process and has 
happened in Civic to the detriment of the City Walk area. It has also happened in the Belconnen Town Centre where 
the extension of the mall has reduced economic activity in the trades area. A more inclusive master plan would 
delete the arm of Hardwick Crescent adjacent to the Kippax Fair, currently proposed as the ‘main street’, and allow 
for extension of that building westwards to the edge of the carparks as well as the originally-envisaged eastward 
extension incorporating the current community building and carpark to enlarge the commercial space. 

The revised master plan will not address the current failings of the Kippax Centre. From the beginning, the Kippax 
Centre was unappealing due to the long, narrow block provided for the main building of the shopping centre and the 
double road design of Hardwick Crescent. The resulting Kippax Fair building has a narrow central corridor (like a 
toboggan slide) linking the two more open ends. This means that flooring dominates the view and reduces any sense 
of cosiness. There is little internal open space of usable proportions. The enclosure of part of the northern end for 
the Coffee Club exacerbated this lack of space. 

The loop road arrangement of Hardwick Crescent has also contributed to a fragmentation of the centre and lack of 
thriving businesses outside the main building, particularly around Luke Street and Kippax Place. An attempt was 
made to address this by building the library between the two arms of Hardwick Crescent. This has worked visually 
but has not increased connectedness nor overcome the focus on the enclosed central building at the expense of 
smaller businesses outside it. 

Email received 16 February 2018 – Resident 



I will be attending the meeting on Saturday 3 March and I am looking forward to discussing issues with you. I will 
also be bringing along other unit owners from the area. 

I am all for this development - Go ahead using one oval as a carpark, people in West Belconnen will have a property 
value hike with Westfield on their doorstep at Kippax. Residents in the suburb of Higgins complained about their 
little oval (which nobody has used in 30 years). Unit owners at Kippax then copped a childcare centre on the side of 
the road next to Magpies, which blocked the sun and views of a few units on the front side. The kids also get to see 
the local drunks walk in and out of Magpies (a great location for a childcare centre NOT). The owners and tenants 
also put up with Jack Hammers all day when the building was going on. 

I am all for this development as there are three ovals in a kilometre radius. Two at Kippax and one at Higgins. There 
is no Government car park at Kippax (unless you are referring to the three spots near the Health Centre) and if there 
is it is full anyway. Many other businesses could use with another carpark regardless, especially the Doctors and 
vets. 

There is a group of people online who were responsible for protesting on “saving the Higgins oval” in 2014. This oval 
has not been used for 30 years and it is still sitting empty. I drive past it every day and it is never used. Kids do not 
play outside as much as they used to anymore and it is not set up for sport. I really hope this particular group of 
people who were responsible for Childcare centre going on the edge of the road near Parkview Apartments (next 
door to Magpies). Do not have a big say in this decision. 

The decision made to put that Childcare Centre on the edge of the road caused the unit owners allot of angst. At  
one point the fire exit was blocked. My tenant had to listen to a jack hammer all day and he was a night shift worker. 
The childcare centre is laughed at and mocked by locals as it sits on the edge of the road (Southern Cross Drive) and 
right next to the Magpies club. It also blocked off the sun and view from some of the corner units at Parkview. If 
they want to save things, then they need to utilise them instead of them sitting dormant. 

I hope Westfield goes ahead, and I do not mind if an oval at Kippax goes, as long as it is only one. It is a great 
opportunity and it will see a huge property increase. 

As long as the builders have nothing to do with Liangis (defective and on the cheap building), it should be safe. 

Email received 19 February 2018 – Resident 
Comments on revisions to the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan as a result of recommendations outlined in 
the Community Panel’s Outcomes Report, December 2017. 

Please find attached our objections to the revisions. These cover: 

• The Community Panel was unrepresentative of the local community. 
• Views of the Belconnen Community Council have been ignored. 
• The Community Panel did not heed its terms of reference. 
• Communication failures by the Government. 
• Environmental impacts. 
• Relocation of playing fields. 
• Flooding risks. 
• Would a vast expansion of Kippax Fair retail space prove viable in the longer term? 
• More small apartments for Belconnen? 
• Traffic congestion. 

I am writing to alert you to the fact that your current web page https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group- 
centre-master-plan-2 is producing biased results because of the flawed consultation process followed by the so- 
called ‘Community Panel’ and because you have not provided a link to the Belconnen Community Council’s 
website. 

Could you please provide some balance to the debate at this very late stage by including a link to the Belconnen 

https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group-centre-master-plan-2
https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group-centre-master-plan-2
https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group-centre-master-plan-2


Community Council’s website, such as: 

‘The Belconnen Community Council considers that better options exist and have prepared a presentation on the 
negative impacts of Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal including surrendering an oval to become a 
shopping centre:’ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq/view 
Importantly, this presentation notes, amongst other things: 

“The conversation has been side-tracked by the desire of a private operator to realise a windfall gain by consuming 
valuable community greenspace for commercial objectives”. 

My family will be providing submissions to you shortly which explain how the community consultation became side- 
tracked and our objections to Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal. 

It would appear that the Government has received an offer for the Holt District Playing Fields that is too good to 
turn down? 

Comments on revisions to the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan as a result of recommendations outlined in 
the Community Panel’s Outcomes Report, December 2017. 

This submission is from three owners of a townhouse in Moyes Crescent, Holt, which overlooks the Holt District 
Playing Fields and the existing Kippax retail centre. We provided comments on the ACT Government’s original draft 
Master Plan in 2016 that recommended retail expansion to the west of Kippax Fair over an existing car park and 
construction of a structured car park nearby. The Government’s draft plan envisaged new buildings fronting the 
playing fields with a lower profile to retain views to open space to the east and provide separation between 
residential uses and sporting facility activities. We saw this as a sensible approach given new residential expansion is 
to the west of Kippax, and the proposal did not encroach greatly on existing green sites connected to the Kippax 
Centre. 

The alternative development proposal contained in the Community Panel’s Outcomes Report and advocated by 
Kippax Fair stands in stark contrast to the Government’s earlier proposals. We strongly object to Kippax Fair’s 
proposal to expand the Kippax retail centre over a large section of the Holt District Playing Fields to the east, as well 
as the inclusion of around 50 new apartments on top of this extension and basement car parking underneath. The 
following reasons support our objection. 

The Community Panel was unrepresentative of the local community. 

We note that composition of the so-called Community Panel did not balance the interests and perspectives of those 
most likely to be impacted adversely by Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal with the interests and 
perspectives of the developers. Indeed, the Panel did not comprise any representatives from sporting groups that 
use the playing fields regularly nor any residential property owners to the east of the playing fields. Instead, it 
comprised representatives of groups most likely to benefit from Kippax Fair’s proposal and groups that would not be 
impacted adversely. The ACT Government Architect did not attend any of the Panel’s meetings, while the views 
expressed by representatives of the Belconnen Community Council have been ignored (see below). 

What was previously a fair and inclusive consultation process on a draft Master Plan (in 2016) has turned into a 
farce. 

Views of the Belconnen Community Council have been ignored. 

The Belconnen Community Council (BCC) was represented on the Panel but views expressed by its representatives 
have been ignored. The BCC have prepared this presentation on the negative impacts of surrendering an oval to 
become a shopping centre. It notes, amongst other things: 

“The conversation has been side-tracked by the desire of a private operator to realise a windfall gain by consuming 
valuable community greenspace for commercial objections.” 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq/view
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L41bWenkjcij-XaCQz6jc7DHNPkSueXq


The BCC notes on its website: 

“The community oval is much loved and highly valued. The government owned carparks and old buildings in Kippax 
could be used to provide more retail space, or the owners of Kippax Fair could redevelop their building. Turning an 
oval into a shopping centre is not the best option.” 

The Community Panel did not heed its terms of reference. 
The Panel was asked to discuss the future of the Kippax Centre and to agree on two to three development options 
for testing with the broader community. Instead, reflecting its lack of balance, the panel members were captured by 
Kippax Fair’s grandiose proposal. There appeared to be no challenge to assertions, made in presentations to 
meetings, such as “additional retail floor space in the centre is viable”. The Panel was not presented with a thorough 
cost-benefit analysis of Kippax Fair’s proposal, only benefits to developers and lessees. 

Communication failures by the Government 
To make matters worse, users of the playing fields and property owners to the east of Kippax Fair were not informed 
by the ACT Government of the existence of the Community Panel until well after it had reported, and then only 
indirectly via the internet: a ‘tell them when it is too late’ approach. There was no letter box drop to local residents 
as occurred when consulting on the initial Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan. 

At a recent Annual General Meeting of the owners of an 18 townhouse complex up from Moyes Crescent only one 
owner knew anything about the Community Panel’s report. We spoke with touch football teams using the playing 
fields in question about Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal and none of the players were aware of the 
community engagement process underway currently, which is due to end on 14 March 2018. 

The Government maintains it is committed to making its information as accessible as possible. It has made available 
the revised draft Master Plan and outcomes of the Community Panel process at the Kippax Library and at the Kippax 
Centre and on its internet site. However, we note that there are no signs on or near the playing fields to advise users 
or local residents about the current community engagement process. 

Environmental impacts 
Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal is not consistent with the Government’s seventh planning principle 
for the Kippax Centre: Ensure the centre is resilient to a changing climate (we consider that this should actually be 
the Government’s first planning principle), nor its fourth principle: Encourage equity and diversity through the 
provision of accessible public transport, housing choice, recreation areas and open space to suit all users. 

As emphasised at the third meeting of the Community Panel on 26 October 2017 by Damien Haas, Deputy 
Chairperson of the BCC, the proposed alternative development east of Kippax Fair would increase the urban heat 
island effect by decreasing green space in the area. This conflicts with ACT Government policy and planning 
intentions and contradicts the Government’s original draft Master plan. Mr Haas also pointed out that Kippax Fair’s 
alternative development proposal does not meet with the ACT Government’s Triple Bottom Line assessment; 
further details are in the BCC’s presentation. 

Redevelopment of parking to the west of Kippax Fair as per the Government’s original draft Master Plan could 
actually improve parking amenity. A structured car park as proposed in that draft Plan would provide shade for 
vehicles when there is no shade currently in the existing car parks. The lack of shade currently deters people from 
shopping at Kippax compared to alternative shopping centres (e.g. Hawker and Florey). Also, most drivers in 
Belconnen are used to structured carparks as a result of parking at Belconnen Mall and Calvary Hospital. 

The green playing fields to the east of Kippax Fair help to reduce the urban heat island effect. If more shade trees 
were planted around these fields, this would further reduce the urban heat island effect and add greatly to 
community amenity. 

Relocation of playing fields. 



The Community Panel’s report infers that the playing field areas taken over to commercial development can simply 
be replaced by reactivating the existing Higgins Ovals so there is no disadvantage to the local community. Simply 
replacing one sporting area with another does not relieve disadvantage. Furthermore, this is another example of 
cost shifting from developers to taxpayers. 

Flooding risks 
There is an existing floodway through the playing fields to the east of the Kippax Centre. Therefore, it would be 
prudent not to build on these fields and, in particular, not to include basement car parks anywhere near the 
floodway. 

Would a vast expansion of Kippax Fair retail space prove viable in the longer term? 

Three factors suggest that the vast expansion of retail space proposed by Kippax Fair might not be viable long-term. 
First, reliance of new West Belconnen residents on the Kippax Centre could be short-lived. A new commercial centre 
in West Belconnen is likely in eight to ten years as the area populates, while the much larger Belconnen Town Centre 
is likely to remain a favoured shopping venue. A new centre is likely to better meet the needs of the new population. 

Second, a vast expansion of Kippax Fair to the east, as proposed, does not take into account the fact that existing 
club and retail infrastructure at Kippax is not being used in ways that maximises benefits to the local community and 
ACT taxpayers. Currently, shopping at Kippax is geared towards those favouring takeaway meals – contributing 
greatly to obesity – while there are two separate football clubs trying to remain viable by offering gambling and bar 
services. There is vacant commercial space and no community markets. 

Third, consumers are purchasing more goods online, where they can easily find what they want at cheaper prices, 
and spending less time in retail centres. This trend is likely to continue, threatening the viability of department 
stores in particular. 

There was a sensible proposal for expanding Kippax Fair in the Government’s initial draft Kippax Group Centre 
Master Plan. This proposal didn’t involve rezoning a very large part of the Holt District Playing Fields between Flack 
Street and Southern Cross Drive. 

More small apartments in Belconnen? 

The number of small, high-rise apartments in Belconnen has grown very rapidly in recent years when there is very 
little appetite from older residents in the area to downsize to such apartments. Kippax Fair’s alternative 
development proposal includes around 50 new apartments above the new retail space. These apartments are 
unlikely to appeal to buyers without considerable green recreational space nearby. However, most of the current 
green playing fields would be lost as part of the development and what green space remained would simply come 
under pressure for more ground carparks, given the enormous costs involved in constructing basement parking. 

The Panel’s Outcomes Report claims that “additional residential development will benefit the centre and will 
increase safety” yet apartments built above commercial space, particularly space used for restaurants, are at 
increased risk of fire damage and are in a very noisy neighbourhood. Also, how could the associated increase in 
traffic congestion improve safety? 

Traffic congestion 
Kippax Fair’s alternative proposal does not meet the Government’s second planning principle for the Centre: Ensure 
the centre is well connected to surrounding areas and is safe and easy to move around, nor its third principle: Build 
on the centre’s growing function as a public transport hub for West Belconnen. 

Moyes Crescent Holt, is already a dangerous thoroughfare. Buses and very large Woolworths trucks use this street 
coming to and from Kippax Fair via Flack Street. There is currently no speed limit signage along Moyes Crescent, 
which is particularly dangerous to the east of Kippax Fair – the site of the proposed alternative development – 
because of the curvature of the road. With the current high volume of traffic, residents in the area already find it 
difficult to back out of their driveways. Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal implies worsening traffic 



congestion, noise and air quality, with increased anxiety for local residents, particularly those with disabilities. 

The Government’s initial draft Master plan included a new road which could potentially take some heavy traffic off 
Moyes Crescent, and improved pedestrian access for residents to the east – proposals that we support. What 
happens to these proposals in Kippax Fair’s plan? 

Conclusion 
We strongly object to Kippax Fair’s alternative development proposal to expand the Kippax retail centre over a large 
section of the Holt District Playing Fields to the east, as well as the inclusion of around 50 new apartments on top of 
this extension and basement car parking underneath. 

We recommend that the Government implement its original Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan as it is 
consistent with all of the planning principles for the Centre listed at Attachment A. Kippax Fair’s alternative proposal 
is consistent with only one of these principles (the sixth), reflecting its profit motive. 

Appendix A: the Government’s current planning principles for the Kippax Group Centre 

Input from the first stage of consultation helped the Government develop planning principles for the centre as 
follows: 

Principle 1: Create a centre with a unique identity that provides for the needs of a diverse community. 

Principle 2: Ensure the centre is well connected to surrounding areas and is safe and easy to move around. 

Principle 3: Build on the centre’s growing function as a public transport hub for West Belconnen. 

Principle 4: Encourage equity and diversity through the provision of accessible public transport, housing choice, 
recreation areas and open space to suit all users. 

Principle 5: Develop the centre in a manner that is flexible and adaptable to meet the needs of a changing 
community. 

Principle 6: Encourage the centre to develop in a manner that is attractive to new businesses and encourages 
investment. 

Principle 7: Ensure the centre is resilient to a changing climate. 

Email received 19 February 2018 – Resident 
I'm happy to hear that there will be an increase in parking spaces available to match the proposed/anticipated 
increase in patronage arising from the bigger and better Kippax centre. Looking at the map you provided though, it 
appears that a very significant amount of the existing surface car park is re-purposed. That would be a worry as the 
car parks are often very full. It's not unusual for me to drive to Kippax to do some grocery shopping but, finding no 
convenient parking space, I end up driving on to the Belconnen Mall. Convenient, free parking is a really important 
feature for Kippax and, much as I like the idea of an enhanced park to replace the existing play area, I wouldn't want 
to sacrifice car parking for it. 

Email received 20 February 2018 – Resident 
All of the three dot points of the summary of revisions to the draft master plan sound very developer friendly, rather 
than inherently community focused. The playing fields that are now being recommended for rezoning are used so, 
so frequently by sporting groups. I'd say there is a group there every night. Where they currently are is clearly a very 
convenient and central location for people to get to, to participate in evening and weekend sports. Forcing local 
sporting groups to a currently disused oval in Higgins does not sound like the best thing for community sporting 
groups. 

I would also like to comment specifically on the recommendation that part of the surface car park to the west of 
Woolworths be rezoned to open space to allow for a small 'people's park'. I couldn't find any information on what 
the plan is to replace/relocate the lost car parks? If the suggested plan is simply to rezone the car parks and not 



replace them, that is clearly not in the best interest of the community. Every day of the week the entire surface car 
parking at Kippax is very busy and in high demand, and this demand increases significantly all weekend. If you 
remove any of the current car parks without replacing them, you will have a situation like Jamison/Macquarie 
shopping centre, where you just are unable to easily get a car park and people end up fighting over spots that 
people are leaving and fighting over car parks. I currently avoid going to the shopping centre at Jamison because of 
this, and choose to shop at Kippax because I can find a car park significantly faster than I can at Jamison. Removing 
car parks will also not encourage people to use public transport to travel to Kippax centre. I go there for groceries. I 
can't take my trolley of groceries onto a bus with me back home. 

I hope you really consider how the community currently actually uses and accesses Kippax centre and that any 
changes as a result of this Master Plan keep Kippax centre as the friendly, relaxed and easy to access shopping 
centre it currently is. 

Thank you for taking the time to accept and read community comments regarding the Kippax Group Centre Draft 
Master Plan. 

Email received 22 February 2018 – Riverview Group 
In response to the recent call for comments on the proposals set out in the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan 
Community Panel Outcomes Report we provide the following for your consideration: 

Riverview Projects, as project and development manager for the Ginninderry project at West Belconnen, have been 
advocating for the need to update the Kippax Group Centre for some time and are pleased to see that work on the 
master plan is progressing in earnest. We are particularly heartened by the ACT Government’s approach to 
community consultation for this project and have observed first hand the strong engagement through the 
Community Panel process. Our project office was first established at Kippax Fair in 2013 and is now at Strathnairn. 
During this time we have engaged with literally thousands of west Belconnen residents; a common comment has 
been the need for a “refresh” of the Kippax centre – of a similar standard to that which has occurred at Jamison and 
the Belconnen Town Centre. 

Work is now well underway at Ginninderry and we are expecting another 1,200+ households in the catchment over 
the next 4-5 years with an ultimate additional population of about 30,000 people — this will put significant pressure 
on Kippax Fair and the broader Group Centre, noting that the Centre is already at capacity. This means that ‘doing 
nothing’ is not an option. 

We strongly support the finalisation of the master plan incorporating the changes endorsed by the Community 
Panel – these changes will allow the necessary improvements to proceed. We encourage the ACT Government to 
facilitate the changes to the Territory Plan to give effect to these revisions as soon as possible. The improved retail 
offer and community service provision that will be enabled by the changes will deliver enormous economic and 
social benefits to the existing west Belconnen community and the new Belconnen residents at Ginninderry. 

We would be happy to provide any further input to the process that may be useful and look forward to the next 
phase. 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I was just wondering if the mini in Kippax will be getting replaced seeing as its getting torn down? Would be such a 
shame for it not to be replaced by something. 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I live in Higgins and have two young children who attend Kingsford Smith School. Both of my kids are beginning to 
get into skateboarding. With the impending removal of the Kippax Mini Ramp, it would wonderful to see a skate 
park incorporated into the Kippax redevelopment. This would not only benefit my children as they grow, but the 
entire community. It will give youth in the area somewhere to be and something to do. There is not a lot to do in 
West Belconnen and traveling to Belconnen town centre is not easily accessible for everyone. A skate park would 



not have to be as big or flash as the one in Belconnen town centre. A beginner focus would be ideal, with plenty of 
flat concrete and some obstacles/ramps to practice on. 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I have recently heard the news that the small skate ramp in Kippax near the shopping centre has been planned to be 
destroyed. Please think of those nearby who regularly spend time using said ramp, such as young children who are 
learning to skate and chasing their passion, before you choose to take this away from them. At least give the 
community a chance to discuss possible replacements and/or alternatives to destroying their outlet for stress and 
energy. 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I heard that the mini skate ramp at Kippax shops was earmarked for demolition to make way for renovations at the 
centre, and I was wondering if there was scope for a replacement ramp or another place for people to skate? 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
Just found out that the Kippax mini ramp is being demolished. Is a new one being put up? 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I recently saw that the Kippax mini ramp is getting demolished so the shopping centre can get extended. I was 
wondering if there will be a new mini ramp/skating facility to replace it? 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
This issue has been brought to my attention by the Canberra Skateboarding Association. It appears to have been 
completely ignored. Please advise if there has been any progress on replacing the skateboarding facility? 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I am writing to you regarding the future of the Kippax skate ramp, I was hoping to get some information on the 
details in the event of the existing ramp being removed, what alternative is being proposed to replace it. 

Email received 27 February 2018 – Resident 
I have heard that as part of the expansion of the Kippax centre, there are plans to remove the halfpipe that is 
currently in the oval behind the centre. 

I just wanted to express that it would be a shame to lose this facility, particularly as it is one of the few remaining 
halfpipes of that size in Canberra. 

Ideally, if it is being removed, it should be replaced with another facility to meet the needs of the area's growing 
population. This could be a great opportunity to install another quality skateboarding facility in the area, and there 
are groups such as Canberra Skateboarding Association that would be more than willing to work with you on the 
project. 

Email received 28 February 2018 – Resident 
Just a suggestion for the Kippax Master Plan - would you consider making the use of the awesome views out to the 
ovals? All the coffee shops, restaurants face the car park without the views of all the green. You place all the utilities 
at the back and it should be the other way around - better for people looking at trees and green. The back end of  
the complex is sad and tired looking. Kids don’t use the area as it is a bit depressing, a large playground verging onto 
the oval area would be great with the coffee shops near it for parents who want to have a coffee and watch the kids. 
Smarter public toilets would be good too. Make all the accessible for the elderly who live nearby and who can access 
the space with walkers and scooters. 

Email received 28 February 2018 – Resident 



I’m writing to ask about what’s going to happen to the mini ramp in Kippax when they extend the shopping centre. 
I’m a long time skater in Canberra and am disappointed to see that another skate facility is going to be demolished. 
I hoping that there will be a replacement ramp built in the near future to replace the old ramp. 

Thank you for your understanding with this matter. 

Email received 1 March 2018 – Resident 
If you are going to take away the oval, then there should be no excuse to either reduce parking (which is already 
overcrowded at peak times) or put in paid parking in a cramped multistorey car park. 
Any redevelopment should be about parking-parking-parking! 

Kippax is not the Canberra centre, if you make it hard to park we will just go to hawker and move congestion there. 

Email received 1 March 2018 – Resident 
Just a few quick comments: 

The Community Panel did not have any representation from residents of the area (Latham, Holt Higgins etc) OR 
consumers who use the Kippax Centre. With the exception of the student representation (attended only 1 meeting), 
most of the panel membership involved commercial interests or lobbyist groups (Pedal Power! - what they have to 
do with the Kippax Centre I do not know!) 

Why is it that on page 11 of this document “Finalisation of the Master Plan” is there a reference to CURTIN Group 
Centre? Not once but twice! Is this report simply a cut and paste from a similar project? What confidence does this 
give the reader that the focus of this report, in detail or otherwise, is about Kippax? OR is this simply a blue print of 
the government’s response? Hardly a reliable stance. 

There is no evidence of an ACTUAL Proposal! Just reports of “discussions”, no clear plan or direction? 

I would support the overall proposal IF the following were included: 

• Inclusion of the views of residents of the local areas and users of the Kippax facilities: Shoppers, 
residents, Park and Riders, Sporting teams who use the playing fields on Moyes Crescent. 

• Underground Car-parking to replace current parking (not undersized parks to squeeze in more cars!) 
• Coles Supermarket 
• Relocation of Community centre next to Library and 
• Clear indication of where the “new” bus station is located (These are notorious for poor location and 

loss of function to everyone else!) 

Email received 1 March 2018 – Resident 
I have lived in Canberra my whole life. I am a professional BMX rider that has travelled the world exploring world 
class skateboard/BMX facilities & have enjoyed the Kippax Mini ramp as a child. Recently I have heard the bad news 
that our beloved Kippax mini ramp is going to be demolished which makes me quite sad as I have made friends & 
many memories while using the "Kippax mini" 

My question is will the demolishing of our beloved Kippax mini open up a new opportunity for a new 
skateboard/BMX facility? Unfortunately I won't be able to meet with you in person at Kippax on the 1 / 3 or the 3 / 3 
coincidentally I am travelling south Western Australia riding new world class skateboard/BMX facility's. 

As a well-known BMX rider & a dedicated Canberran a new, well designed facility would be very welcomed to the 
family/skateboard/BMX community & will attract more people from around Australia even the world. Not to 
mention world class events therefore attracting all kinds of people from far & wide. 

I look forward to hearing back. 

Thanks for your time. 



Email received 1 March 2018 – Resident 
Hey I saw a post on Instagram saying that the demolition of the mini ramp is happening to extend the shopping 
centre down there. I was wondering maybe a replacement be build or maybe a completely new park in some of the 
areas where no skaters/BMX/scooters have a local park to ride. 

Email received 3 March 2018 – Resident 
Having examined the master plan I would like to make it the following points having been a long time resident of 
this area. 

• The need for one more supermarket (Coles) and thus less overall parking. Most people go to Westfield 
for serious shopping. 

• The loss of 50 year old established playing fields central to everything. A loss of green space to more 
hard surface. 

• Build the crappy town houses on the crappy Higgins oval if you have to. 
• Higgins fields have no parking and no bus service. The No. 17 bypasses 
• Who stands to make the most money out of this development? 
• The owners of Kippax have managed to spend as little as possible on the maintenance of the Kippax 

centre over the years. Is this lack of ongoing maintenance to continue with the expansion? 
• Is any of the redevelopment going to tender or to cronies? 
• The bus terminus is as far away as it possibly could be, situated at the northern end. 
• Is this sudden interest in West Belconnen and infill around Kippax to justify a tram line in the future? 
• There is nothing on the master plan which will induce more shoppers to Kippax. As I mentioned 

previously serious shoppers go to Westfield. The Banks saw the writing on the wall and moved out 
years ago. 

Email received 3 March 2018 – Resident 
We need a public pool in Kippax not more shops. 

Email received 6 March 2018 – Resident 
I support the Kippax group centre draft master plan as I have worked at the Kippax centre for over 20 years I think 
would really benefit a lot of business. 

Email received 6 March 2018 – Business Owner 
The proposed extension of the centre interests myself greatly. With the planned development of possibly 13000 
new houses over two suburbs being built on Kippax fairs doorstep the centre in its current guise will struggle to 
accommodate the vast number of people expected to shop there not to mention the car parking needed. 

If the planned development does not go ahead I fear all these new potential customers will simply drive on by on 
their way to the mall at Belconnen. 

I urge you to make this development a reality as there is only good that can come from it. 

Email received 7 March 2018 – Resident 
Following your call-out for feedback on the revisions to the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan, I am getting in 
touch with some other amenities I would like to see included in the new development. 

Having reviewed the revised draft, I am encouraged to see the mention of outdoor exercise equipment, people's 
park, community hall moved adjacent to the library, as well as a gaming arcade for youth. 

In addition to these inclusions, I would love to see: 

• An outdoor exercise zone, including outdoor exercise equipment, like the type seen in Gungahlin on 
Yerrabi Pond foreshore. In addition to the equipment, it would be great to include a gravel running 



track with distance markers, similar to The Tan track in Melbourne. 
• Swimming pool or outdoor water play area for kids. 
• Children's playground that integrates the natural environment. This could be constructed from natural 

material landscaped with native plants like the playground at the National Arboretum. This must 
include a shade cover though. A water play area could be integrated like the Royal Park adjacent to the 
Melbourne Children's Hospital: http://www.melbourneplaygrounds.com.au/melbourneplaygrounds- 
info.php?id=51620 

• A relaxing garden area or pond/wetland area for people to walk around. This could have a Zen-Japanese 
garden feel, or consist of native plants to create a native biodiversity area. 

• Dog park similar to the one near Lake Ginninderra. 
All of these ideas could be located adjacent to the shopping centre on the playing fields not used for the centre. 
They would help to draw local people, as well as people in other suburbs to the area. 

In the centre itself, I would like to see the community hall include space that can be booked for private functions, 
such as birthday parties, as well as community activities such as Guides, gymnastics, martial arts, etc. 

In addition to a games arcade, I would like to see a kid's indoor play land with soft-fall equipment to encourage 
younger kids to be active during the cooler months. 

For older kids, a Virtual Reality zone or indoor climbing wall could be included with the arcade - anything to 
encourage kids to be physically active. 

It would also be great to have an up-market family-friendly gastro pub, with an English pub feel and an outdoor beer 
garden, like The George at Gold Creek. We already have a couple of clubs in the area, but the feedback seems to be 
that these attract a more mature clientele. 

One more suggestion not included in below email: a Learn to Ride Bike Park with asphalt surface like the one at Lake 
Ginninderra, possibly teamed up with a simple skate ramp to entertain local kids and promote physical activity in 
young people. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the master plan. I hope my suggestions will also be taken into 
consideration. 

Email received 7 March 2018 – Resident 
Has consideration been taken in redesign of Kippax regarding the illegal parking problem in Hardwick Crescent 
stretching from the Aldi store to the Kippax library? 

On a daily basis vehicles park in the 'no stopping' zones & on the painted traffic islands adjacent to Aldi, on both 
sides of the pedestrian crossing, causing vision issues for both pedestrians & vehicles. They also park in the 'no 
stopping zones' further up to visit the bottle shop. At these times there is plenty of parking across the street, but 
people don't want to walk. 

I have witnessed near accidents & also been almost hit myself. I have reported this to Roads ACT including with 
photos over the past 2 years. There needs to be either raised concrete traffic island at these areas or the entire 
road closed off excepting loading zones & disabled. 

Email received 7 March 2018 – Resident 
My husband and I own the last townhouse that is located in the complex on Flack Street, across from Kippax Caltex, 
that overlooks the oval. We are becoming very concerned regarding the development planned for building over the 
oval and how it will impact our property. When we attended community consultation a couple of years back, we left 
believing that the extension of Kippax Fair was planned for the carparks. Apparently this is not the case. 

We would like to voice our strong opposition to your development plans as believe it will impact our investment 
property negatively from what we understand. 

Also, we feel that allowing community greenspace to be put into private hands for profit rather than community use 

http://www.melbourneplaygrounds.com.au/melbourneplaygrounds-info.php?id=51620
http://www.melbourneplaygrounds.com.au/melbourneplaygrounds-info.php?id=51620
http://www.melbourneplaygrounds.com.au/melbourneplaygrounds-info.php?id=51620


is not in the best interest of our community and the local kids, who utilise the ovals for sport and fun. 

Email received 7 March 2018 – Resident 
My brief thoughts about the Kippax Master Plan: 

• Do not build on the Kippax Oval behind Woolies. 
• Build lots of shops, and medical and business offices, as many as possible, on the carparks with lots of 

parking underneath. 
• Preserve all the ovals for the future. 
• Ovals/green spaces add value to our home prices, bring beauty to the area, have trees and birds on 

them, provide sports venues, muck around areas and are good for mental and emotional health. 
• Once ovals are built on, they are gone forever. 
• Wealthy areas fight hard to preserve their green spaces- as they add to home values and the quality of 

life in many ways. 

I own a home in the Kippax area, so I figure that we need lots of shops and offices at Kippax, and also, we need all 
the ovals too, for quality of life and home value outcomes. 

Email received 11 March 2018 – Resident 
I write as a former long term resident of the apartments in Belconnen, who was driven out of her home by increased 
noise associated with business expansion along Emu Bank. I moved to Holt in 2012 because it was quiet. I am 
concerned that the expansion of Kippax Fair may lead to problems similar to those that I experienced in Belconnen. 

For context, the introduction of karaoke bars with and nightclubs , along Emu Bank, with licences to remain open till 
2am on week nights and 4am on weekends, led to thumping music nearly all night every night. One of those 
businesses was also illegally selling take away alcohol, which led to groups of people hanging around the area for 
most of the night being noisy, being violent and driving dangerously. Despite having many video recordings of the 
unacceptable level of noise, and witness accounts of violence, I was ignored by Belconnen Police, Canberra Connect 
and various ACT Government departments that I contacted at the time. Even a personal visit to the Belconnen police 
to report death threats yelled at my neighbours got us nowhere. It was impossible to sleep for more than 30mins at 
a time. After 2 years of that, various residents all gave up and moved out. I'm not interested in living in an area like 
that again. 

Can you please advise what sorts of business are expected to move into the expanded part of Kippax Fair, the bit 
that is where the playing fields currently are? Can you please advise what the rezoning of that area means in terms 
of alcohol licenses and in terms of noise limits? Will there be a noise impact study to advise local residents of what 
life in the area will be like after the expansion? What are the plans for police/security presence? 

Email received 11 March 2018 – Resident 
Canberra is the capital of Australia, not Sydney as many people around the world think. Canberra is a planned city, 
and was designed with the "garden city" concept in mind. It is eminently liveable with abundant open space in the 
form of parks, and with wide streets and good transport. It seems however that the ACT Government is determined 
to turn Canberra into just another typical city with tall office blocks, high density living and urban infill into parks. 

Somebody once wrote that every city encapsulates an idea. Canberra represents a vision of a city designed with 
families in mind and a spacious environment with easy access to amenities made available in each suburb. It was 
never intended to have an inner city or a downtown like Melbourne and Sydney. But it seems that the local 
government is determined to ruin Canberra into a small version of Sydney. 

Regrettably. What give you the right to take another public space away because it is green open space that the 
public owns not the ACT Government. 

Email received 12 March 2018 - Resident 



I wish to provide an individual submission with my comments on the revised draft Kippax Group Centre Master 
Plan (the plan), released in December 2017 following consultation with the community panel (the panel). 

I need to declare that I participated in the panel process, representing the Belconnen Community Council 
(BCC). I attended all three meetings of the panel. However, I am no longer a committee member of the BCC, 
and I provide this submission in a personal capacity. 

I purchased my home in Holt ‘off-the-plan’. There would be very few Kippax Group Centre (Kippax) businesses 
and/or services (if any) that I have not used in that time. I continue to use Kippax on a daily basis. 

I congratulate the ACT Government and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate 
for initiating the panel to gather feedback on the draft plan. I found the panel process informative, engaging 
and overall an effective mechanism to explore ideas and provide feedback. I certainly encourage continuing 
with panel processes as part of ACT government consultations. 

That said, I was somewhat bemused that a second round of consultations took place at all, given that a first 
round of community consultations concluded in early 2016. I am of the opinion that the owners of Kippax Fair 
had adequate opportunity to seek views on an alternative proposal then, and have it considered at that time.  
It would not be unreasonable for a casual observer to conclude that a developer who did not like the outcomes 
of community consultation complained to the ACT Government, who then entered into a second round of 
community consultation. That casual observer would be entitled to be sceptical about the balance provided in 
weighing up the views of the community, and those of the developer. Notwithstanding my views on the 
benefits of the panel, I suggest that the ‘two stage’ process that occurred at Kippax not be repeated. 

Regarding the plan itself, I support the retail expansion to the east of the current Kippax centre (over the 
existing Holt playing fields), but only if the following conditions are met: 

Existing community facilities effected by the retail expansion are relocatedto suitable locations within the 
immediate Kippax area, and 

Existing sporting and recreational facilities are, wherever possible,relocated to suitable locations within the 
immediate Kippax area, and 

Where it is not possible to relocate sporting and recreational facilities to suitable locations within the 
immediate Kippax area, the existingHiggins Ovals to the south of Starke Street be reactivated to replace the 
existing playing fields lost to the expansion, and 

The value of the land facilitating the retail expansion be determined viaan open, independent and transparent 
process, and 

Any and all costs arising from the reactivation of the Higgins Ovals beborne by the developer of the retail 
expansion, in addition to the purchase cost of the land facilitating to expansion, as well as any and all fees and 
charges associated with the purchase of that land. 

In the way of illustration, should 

• the land needed by the developer for the retail expansion to the eastbe independently valued at 
$50 million, 

• the full amount of ACT Government fees and charges be $10 million, 
• the cost of the reactivation of Higgins Ovals be $5 million 
• then it is my expectation that the developer would be transferring to the ACT Government a total 

of $65 million. 

I explicitly do not expect that fees and charges would be foregone or waived, or that the cost of reactivating 
Higgins Ovals would come out of the land purchase and/or fees and charges. 

I note that the panel outcome report, on page 10, refers to “no disadvantage to the local community” as a 
result of the relocation of Holt playing fields. I submit that the intent of the panel was that there be no 



financial cost to the community. If the ACT Government were to use the money from the land sale (and/or fees 
and charges) to reactivate Higgins Ovals, I would regard that as not meeting the expectations of the panel. 
Using my illustrative figures above, I would not expect the developer to transfer $60 million (land plus 
fees/charges) and then the $5 million cost of reactivating Higgins Ovals to come out of that $60 million. I would 
view that as a $5 million advantage to the developer, and a $10 million disadvantage to the local community. 

If each and all of the conditions I outlined earlier cannot be met, then I submit that the original master plan 
proposal of retail expansion to the west of Kippax Fair over an existing carpark go ahead. I agree with the 
outcome of the panel meetings that doing nothing at Kippax is the least desired option. 
On the assumption that conditions I outlined are met and retail is expanded to the east, I support the 
suggestion raised at meeting 3 of the panel that part of the existing surface carpark to the south of the existing 
library be transformed into a park or plaza. I suggest that part of that transformation incorporate a skate-bowl 
to encourage younger members of our community to meet at, and enjoy Kippax. That suggestion may also be 
possible if retails expansion occurs to the west, although it would be more challenging. There may also be an 
opportunity to incorporate public performance spaces. 

More broadly I support any initiative that encourages active travel and greater use of public transport. I 
understand that motor vehicle use is a fact of life, particularly in Canberra, and also needs serious 
consideration. I own a motorbike, and request that attention is given to motorcycle, as well as motorcar, 
parking arrangements in future planning. Currently, the only designated motorcycle parking is to the north of 
the current Centre, with none in the southern carparks. 

I support the inclusion of greater housing diversity at Kippax, as well as more mixed- use residential 
development. I support developments up to 6 storeys, but only where those developments do not create 
shadowing issues for public spaces such as parks, plazas or performance spaces. Building heights up to 3 
storeys may be more suited there. That is consistent with the master plan intention of creating public spaces 
that are attractive. 

I also strongly support any proposals establishing Hardwick Crescent as a pedestrian orientated street. That 
may be enabled be establishing a public space corridor between the Kippax centre and Hardwick crescent. 
There are already a number of restaurants and coffee shops along that strip of Hardwick Crescent so there 
would be benefits to making those easier to access, and have a sense of them being a part of a single precinct. 
Currently, those businesses seem cut off from the rest of Kippax. 

To summarise, I believe that expansion of retail to the east of the current Kippax Fair provides the greatest 
opportunity to improve Kippax as a whole. Reconfiguring what is currently (almost exclusively) surface car 
parking into public and community spaces, active travel corridors and linking the services side to the west with 
the retail to the east would encourage a feeling of community. However, I also strongly believe that expansion 
to the east also means the permanent loss of amenity and green space. I place a high value on that space, and 
insist that the community be fully and appropriately compensated for that space to be lost for the purposes of 
a commercial development. 

Email received 13 March 2018 – Resident 
I’m writing to comment on the Kippax Master Plan. I have lived in Holt and am a regular at the current Kippax Fair. 
My favourite places to visit at Kippax Fair are the small independent shops, particularly the ethnic supermarkets 
(Family Station, for example) and the independent cafes, restaurants and takeaway places. I also enjoy using the 
library and I frequently borrow items from the library. 

Please ensure that any changes to Kippax Fair are not at the expense of small independent businesses and shops. 
While I occasionally shop at Aldi and Woolworths, the small independent businesses are what give Kippax Fair its 
character. Without the small independent shops, I wouldn’t bother going to Kippax Fair – I would just shop at 
Belconnen Mall instead because the parking is better and it’s more convenient. 



Email received 14 March 2018 – Resident 
There seems to be scant mention of “residential dwellings” in parts of the plan but nothing stating how much this 
would consist of. 

I totally agree Kippax needs an upgrade and more facilities are required. However I totally disagree that there needs 
to be more residential space created. To remove sporting facilities to do so seems ridiculous. With Ginninderry 
underway I see no need for more dwelling at Kippax. 
If sporting facilities are to be replaced it should only be to provide better services and facilities to the already 
existing residents in the area. Could more information on proposed residential buildings/allotments please be 
provided? 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Minister 
I am writing in my capacity as a Member for Ginninderra in relation to the final phase of consultation on the 
Kippax Master Plan. 

Throughout January, February and March I have engaged extensively with my constituents about the revised 
draft Master Plan with an undertaking to write to you with the views of my local community. 

Generally, the community has been supportive of the revised Master Plan as a blueprint for the potentially 
necessary zoning changes that will facilitate future development of the precinct. Four key principles have 
emerged which were raised with me repeatedly. These are that there should be: 

• no net loss of green spaces; 
• no net loss of community facilities (including health services); 
• no net loss of parking (and ideally no introduction of paid parking); and 
• medium height buildings only along Hardwick Crescent, but with higher buildings possible at the 

edges of the precinct. 

The building height concern, which was voiced strongly and consistently, relates, but is not limited to, people's 
desire not to see the residents of the Kalparrin and Masonic Aged Care homes and the clients of Uniting Care 
Kippax and the West Belconnen Child and Family Centre, physically or visually separated from Kippax Fair. 
These people view Kippax as their "village" and do not want to feel cut off from the wider precinct which offers 
them places to shop, socialise, and access various services. 

Retaining continuity of the health and community services offered by Belconnen Community Services at Kippax 
is a key concern for older and vulnerable people in the local community. Staff of Uniting Care Kippax 
additionally noted the need for community facilities that were complementary to and not in competition with 
facilities and services already offered in the precinct. 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Resident 
I have heard conjecture that the small and outdated skate ramp near the Kippax Centre will be lost in a forthcoming 
re-development. 

Despite this ‘mini-ramp’ being very outdated and as a result no-doubt poorly attended, the loss of any terrain which 
can be utilised by skateboarders is unfortunate and I suggest ultimately has a negative effect on the community, 
particularly young people. The lack of decent skateboard facilities in West Belconnen (and Canberra in general) 
means newish and very popular skate parks in Belconnen and Woden become overcrowded and potentially 
dangerous. 

The proposed re-development of the Kippax ‘town centre’ and surrounding green spaces seems would be a good 
opportunity for the ACT government to invest in a modern, improved and attractive skate park/bowl/ramp. 

Could you please advise if the intention is to remove the current skate ramp? If so, what are the plans for replacing 
it with a superior venue for skate and youth culture and improving Canberra’s facilities for the ever increasing 



number of skateboarders. 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Resident 
Thank-you for the invitation to comment on the draft Kippax Fair. I am generally not supportive of changes to the 
draft master plan allow Kippax Fair to expand. Based on the retailers in Holt I have my doubts on the demands for 
further retail tenancies. Therefore I do not believe expansion of Kippax Fair is in the community interest. I also view 
the Dickson land swap with the Tradies club I poor outcome for the Territory. 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Resident 
Your survey is very one sided. Do I support community hub yes Do I support more retail development yes There are 
no questions relating to more apartments though. Seems a bit one sided. If Kippax fair wants to develop more retail 
that great but we don't need to lose more open space to apartment blocks. If Kippax can't support more retail 
without the apartments then why build more retail? 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Resident 
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I’m not against development and all for making the area better for all but 
do have some concerns around noise, increase in traffic and security. I have children that will (as time goes on) be 
walking around this area at all times of the day (going to school, coming home – whatever). There is current two 
supermarkets, a gym, clubs and restaurants/cafes etc. I’m not sure what other services need to be in this location 
considering Westfield/Belconnen Centre is not that far away and public transport seems adequate. We live in 
Latham – a very close walk to Kippax and have the following comments/queries: 

• Flooding in the space between current apartments and tennis courts. Where will the new development 
divert water to? The revised plan doesn’t seem to take this into account (perhaps I’m looking at the 
wrong plan)? 

• Pedestrian Safety – walking from Latham (underpass) all the way to the shops and further to the school. 
How will you increase security to ensure that people can walk through this area safely? I don’t believe 
that the increase in residential is guaranteed to do this, especially as there will be buildings taking up 
the current space and creating hiding space. Seems that there may be more opportunities for  
unwanted activities. The plans suggest the current pedestrian paths remain between the apartments 
and tennis courts but then paths must divert to the road (Moyes Cres). Will there be bike paths to 
separate people from cars? 

• Residential - What will the % of private dwellings to ACT Housing be in the new residential area. Do we 
really need more residential space considering Ginninderry (and other areas) are being built. Are you 
expecting people to move in straight away? 

• Noise from construction – we have a Fluffy house behind us (and others very close by). I would prefer 
to not live in and around building sites for the next few years. How are you going to control the noise as 
we can hear football games and music (on occasions) from the Raiders club. In the past when there has 
been work done at Kippax during the night (early hours of the morning – carpark re sealing) we can 
hear it. 

• Green space – the remaining green space may not be sufficient to allow the general public to use when 
seasonal sports are being played. The enclosed ovals are not for public use. The other remaining space 
which I would expect would be used for seasonal/club sport will reduce the options for the general 
public to use the space without getting in the way of team sport (assuming the clubs have hired the 
grounds and expect full use). The traffic/parking when sports is on currently is not sufficient. With the 
reduction in the green space and areas for people to park – will everyone be expected to park at the 
shops or will on street parking be required (starke street and moyes cres). When normal sporting 
events coincide with an event at the Raiders club, the traffic and parking is terrible, especially for the 
people living around the area. 

• Traffic – how will the increase in vehicle traffic be dealt with along Southern Cross Drive? There is only 
one set of traffic lights now. Should there be consideration of further traffic lights from Holt onto the 
main road? The speed limit is 60, hardly anyone does 60 along this road especially downhill close to 
Kippax. The turn from Dally Crescent Latham onto Southern Cross drive can be tricky (with cars at 



speed) as there is a crest – makes it hard to see cars that are going over the speed limit. 
• Is there the possibility of redesigning the space next to Kippax Fair that is closer to the petrol station 

rather than moving to the green areas? I think there is a legal office and dog grooming in there now. 
• Skate bowl – will this be relocated close by? 

Email received 15 March 2018 – Resident 
All the Holt playing fields along Starke Street and other boundary streets on the both the Holt and Higgins sides 
need to remain so the children attending the Higgins and Holt Schools proximal and close by have continued access 
to 'across-the-road' and 'down the road' sporting and playing area, outside the confines of the school building zone 
which aside from a few tennis and or basketball courts, or none of these, appears quite limited on campus. 

Kippax does not need more vacant shop fronts and one can only assume developers, builders or other personnel 
likely to capitalise on the suggestions planned were and are the driving force for ever thinking of destroying the Holt 
playing fields, courts, green walkways and space for more ugly empty shops. If developers feel more empty shops 
are required then a second story over the current Kippax shops would be a far better confining action. 

The playing fields are wonderful and seeing people early morning or evening walking or running the fields and 
playing activities day and evening whether programmed or casual, among individuals, families, schools and other 
groups is far better than more stationary eating and drinking at the shops. Keep us healthy and active. 

It is a valuable space for seniors, for whom there are several closely located complexes, to have access to space for 
essential daily exercise. 

It was sad to see the demise of trees in the area, and as far as I can see no replacement planting activity so in high 
Summer seating and supporting spectators are exposed to sun rays and parents, peers and bystanders now have 
limited access to necessary natural shade. 

Given there are these great playing fields and pedestrian space, schools and senior accommodation along and close 
to Starke Street there should be 40 Km speed limit and speed bumps extending along the entire length of Starke 
Street as there is much speeding and aggression on Starke Street from drivers wanting to exceed speed limits. 
Indicating and slowing down to turn into driveways frequently receives horn blasts and aggressive driving from 
drivers. It would be good to see recognised road service in the area and some policing especially for the safety of our 
youth, active members of the community and our seniors 

Developing Higgins playing fields I am also less keen to see and residence whose properties front the oval and 
grounds are also at risk to see (ie. ugly sheds, shipping containers, oh and the cutting down of more trees!). 

However, it would be nice if more vigilant mowing and care taking activity happened as it does get a little worrying 
crossing the tall grasslands during high snake risk season! 

The areas of the playing fields and beyond in Higgins and Holt to Ginninderra Creek's 'wild' space are a beautiful 
alternative space to the shopping zone In general it provides for walkers, runners, dog walkers and various sporting 
activities as well as more formalised football and cricket and our youth in general, it needs to and must remain. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
If you are tearing down the mini ramp you tear down an important part of Canberra skate history. Will you be 
building a new skateboard spot in the development? The locals need a spot. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
I’m a house owner in Macgregor and Kippax is seriously lacking decent shops and boutique bars for hard working 
professionals. At this stage the entertainment precincts only cater to one demographic and we need more options 
to enjoy a drink with friends after work and at the weekends without having to travel to Belconnen CBD or city. 
Kippax used to have many entertainment venues years ago but have all closed over the years. This makes no sense 
considering the population is bigger than ever (and is only going to grow further). 



I think Kippax is in desperate need of a facelift plus the proposed shopping prescient extension should proceed 
without delay. 

Plus, we need to prepare for the future (particularly with 30000 + new residents for upcoming Ginninderry) and 
offer our group centre the same opportunities as others around the ACT (Gungahlin as my example). 
Additionally, we need light rail to help with transport options and this should be made a high priority. Driving to 
work each day you can certainly notice the increase in traffic and more public transport options are a must! The light 
rail stop needs to be incorporated stat! It takes me nearly 1 hour to travel to work each day and in Canberra, that is 
very unusual. 
The new architecture should be inspiring, modern and visually appealing while incorporating nicely with the 
environment. Maybe incorporating vertical gardens might be an idea for greater visual appeal? And it might silence 
the naysayers too. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
Please don't take our ovals. Once they're gone, they're gone. The shops should build up, not out. Plenty of airspace! 
But not enough green space! More people will need more green space, not less! 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
In a presentation given to community panel no.1, Helena Seagrott reported that a key finding of community 
engagement on the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan was that the ovals and open/green spaces are highly 
valued by many. The proposed commercial expansion over the Holt District Playing Fields is not reflective of the 
community’s views. 

The Community Panel Outcomes Report has not considered the benefits of retaining the Holt District Playing Fields. 

• The projections for the ACT and region are for an increasingly hotter and drier climate with more 
extreme weather events. The Holt District Playing Fields fulfil an important role in mitigating climate 
change, providing green infrastructure to cool urban areas around Kippax and pervious surfaces to 
mitigate intense rainfall events. 

• The Playing Fields are located upstream of Ginninderra Creek and also incorporate water sensitive 
urban design features which assist with managing water quality and function as part of a wider 
catchment management strategy. 

• The Holt District Playing Fields provide a high-quality district level facility catering to a broad range of 
sports and user groups. The ovals and playing fields are heavily utilised for competition and training and 
accommodate all codes of football, including soccer, touch football and oz tag. 

• As identified in the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan, the public open spaces network, which 
mainly consists of the Playing Fields, provide valuable open space links to the north, east and south and 
provide for aesthetic benefits to all in the community. 

Noise 
The Community Panel Outcomes Report does not include any consideration of any potential noise impacts and 
proposed mitigation strategies associated with Kippax Fair’s alternative development. In particular the proposal 
involves commercial expansion over the Holt District Playing Fields towards existing residents along Moyes Crescent. 
The Holt District Playing Fields provide spatial separation from commercial activities, which can produce a range of 
noise related impacts including mechanical ventilation, refrigeration, truck movements, night-time cleaning and 
hotel/live music. 

Flooding 
The Community Panel Outcomes Report does not include any consideration of flooding impacts. The Kippax Group 
Centre Draft Master Plan (2015) refers to a recent flood study that identified areas of the Holt District Playing Fields 
that are flood prone and recommended a suite of mitigation measures that should be implemented to alleviate 
flooding issues. The commercial expansion over the Holt District Playing Fields will replace pervious surfaces with 



impervious surfaces, which will generate more surface runoff during flood events. Compounding this, the proposed 
expansion will constrain the movement of floodwaters into a narrower floodway adjacent to Moyes Crescent. 

Water quality & stormwater 
The Community Panel Outcomes Report does not include any consideration of water quality impacts associated with 
Kippax Fair’s alternative development, nor any consideration of its impact on stormwater assets in the context of 
catchment wide planning. As identified in the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan (2015) the Holt District Playing 
Fields perform an important function as part of a broader water sensitive urban design and stormwater 
management strategy. The grassed swales and flood ways within the playing fields precinct channel water 
downstream towards a detention basin north of Southern Cross Drive, where it subsequently discharges into 
Ginninderra Creek. 

The ACT Government should adopt the recommendations of the Acceptance of Stormwater Assets report prepared 
by the ACT Audit Office (2018) to ensure that any changes stormwater assets at Kippax are considered up-front in 
the context of the Ginninderra Creek catchment. 

Traffic 
The Community Panel Outcomes Report does not include a comprehensive traffic, transport and parking study to 
assess the impacts of Kippax Fair’s alternative development. 

Parking 
In a presentation given to community panel no.3, Paul Saunders found that basement car parking is more 
convenient, safer and gives the streets back to people. This finding has not been reflected in the Community Panel 
Outcomes Report. Basement car parking or multi-story car parking could allow for the consolidation of fragmented 
car parking, add to the total number of parking spaces and allow for parking to be conveniently and safely located. 
This in-turn could allow for commercial expansion on existing surface carparks. The costs and benefits of these 
options should be adequately considered. This could allow the Holt District Playing Fields to be retained in the public 
interest. 

The Community Panel 
The membership of the community panel was not inclusive, open or representative. There were no local residents 
on the panel, nor does it appear that residents were invited to join the panel. My family, were not invited to join the 
panel, nor were their neighbours. These residents will be directly impacted by Kippax Fair’s alternative 
development. This is contrary to the ACT Government’s community engagement guide Engaging Canberrans (2011) 
which aims to act in the best interests of vulnerable and disadvantaged people and create an inclusive community. 

The terms of reference for the community panel called for the panel to agree on 2-3 development options. Instead, 
it appears that the panel considered a predetermined outcome, being Kippax Fair’s alternative development. The 
membership of the community panel is drawn from lessees, lessors and commercial interests in and around Kippax 
Fair. At community panel no.1, Kippax Fair presented their alternative development and no other options were 
investigated or considered by the panel. 

Community Panel Outcomes Report 

The Community Panel Outcomes Report refers to the Curtin precinct instead of Kippax on page 11. 

Consultation on the Community Panel Outcomes Report 

The consultation on the Community Panel Outcomes Report has not been advertised to all relevant stakeholders 
through letterbox drops, signage on Moyes Crescent or signage on the Holt District Playing Fields. My family were 
not notified of the Community Panel Outcomes Report directly, despite providing a written submission on the 
Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan. Other residents in Moyes Crescent were not notified either. These residents 



will be directly impacted by Kippax Fair’s alternative development. 

The Draft Master Plan Revision Maps used to seek the community’s views on the Kippax Fair’s alternative 
development do not include a scale. This does not allow the community to easily understand the potential impacts 
of the proposal. Furthermore, the Draft Master Plan Revision Maps are inconsistent with respect to the area of 
commercial expansion. As an example, the Revised Land Use Zone Map appears to include 50m spatial separation 
between the proposed expansion and Moyes Crescent, while the Revised Land Use Zone Map appears to include 
25m spatial separation. This is contrary to Engaging Canberrans (2011) which aims to present all information simply 
and clearly. 
The quick poll questions used to seek the community’s views on the Kippax Fair’s alternative development appear to 
be based on questions used by Kippax Fair in their previous consultation. If community members voted in this 
previous consultation, they may not respond to the quick poll as they may believe they have already voted. In 
addition, the quick poll is not representative and can be easily manipulated. To demonstrate this, I was able to vote 
on multiple devices, and then vote again on these same devices after logging-in to the ‘have your say’ website. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
I very much reject any proposal for any community to lose valuable green open spaces. These are more valuable to 
residents than planners realise. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
We would like to comment on the draft master plan revisions for Kippax Group Centre. 

Loss of green space 
The new supermarket and other mixed use developments are now proposed to extend way over the present touch 
footy fields on Block 47 Section 51. We are not reassured by a meet-the-planner’s explanation that “the graphic 
designer got it wrong”. The previous master plan kept two sports fields, now there is to be just one. Please 
encourage green walls, rooftop gardens and more trees and shrubs around Kippax Fair. At the very least, please 
replant the trees and shrubs that have died and also those that will be removed for the new roads and 
developments. 

We prefer to keep more grade parking near Woolworths instead of having a small peoples’ park on Block 1 Section 
89, but we definitely want to retain the playground next to the library. 

Traffic 
The proposed new road running north-south at the back of Kippax Fair is supposed to take trucks delivering into the 
two existing loading docks, as well as other traffic heading for the new supermarket, other new retail and the new 
terraces. We think a proper traffic study will be needed for all of Kippax Group Centre. 

Height 
We believe that six storeys too high for a group centre (refer to the Curtin shops impasse). We prefer an enforceable 
three storey height limit. Solar shading predictions should have been included in the Master Plan to help with 
understanding the implications of a six storey height limit, in our opinion. 

LDA’s proposed six storey development on Block 5 Section 53 is for 30 units. We think it will not be good place to 
live, when it is surrounded by busy (and getting busier) Hardwick Crescent, Woolworths car park and neighbouring 
Caltex automotive repair workshop and service station. Where is the green space for residents? This development 
might also be the ‘marker’ for Kippax Fair and it might overlook Kalparrin. 

The proposed development above Kippax Fair on Block 59 Section 51 is planned to allow six storeys. This 
development might shade the library and playground in the morning and the proposed terraces on top of the third 
supermarket, in the afternoon. There is also a potential overlook of the Parkview Apartments. 



The proposed development above the strip of shops on Blocks 13, 3, 4 Section 52 is also planned to allow six storeys. 
This development might shade the YMCA childcare centre on Block 11 and the supported housing complex on Block 
12 Section 52, in the morning. There is a potential overlook of both the childcare centre and the supported housing 
complex. 

Proposed 3-storey structured car park on Block 1 Section 86 
The ground level will just replace existing on-grade parking. The next two levels will not add many more car spaces 
than what are needed to replace those lost by developing Kippax Place for the third supermarket, by using part of 
Block 5 Section 88 for a new bus interchange, and by the LDA’s proposed development on Block 5 section 53 for 30 
units. Will the structured car park be still free? We doubt it. We believe that it is very important that a new car park 
is built before any existing on grade car parking is removed! 

Loss of amenity for Parkview Apartments 
Overflow residents and visitors who use the on-grade Kippax car park at present will not find the structured car park 
as convenient. Buses which use the proposed new road linking Moyes and Hardwick crescents will generate even 
more traffic noise (Sothern Cross Drive is bad enough now and will only get worse as Ginninderry grows). The 
removal of the trees to the south of the complex for the new road will be a loss of much appreciated green space. A 
three storey parking station will make for an unpleasant outlook to west of the complex. 

Park-and-ride 
It is nearly a one kilometre walk from the new park-and-ride to the proposed new bus interchange at Kippax or to 
Southern Cross Drive, in order to catch a Blue Rapid bus. Please try to find another location. And don’t bother 
rebuilding the bike shed, it is rarely used. 

Congestion at northern end of Kippax car park will worsen 
The present on-grade car park on Block 1 Section 86 is used for the Aldi supermarket, for drop-off and pick-up and 
visitors at NutureOne childcare centre, for overflow from Parkview Apartments, for Club Lime gym users, and for the 
commercial premises under Parkview Apartments. Future users of proposed health centre on Magpies site of Block 
25 Section 51 will need at least an on-grade drop off zone. 

All day parking 
We could not find any provision for this type of parking in the Revised Draft Kippax Master Plan. There is already not 
enough on-site parking for the childcare centre staff. The nearest untimed parking area for them is on Section 53 
Block 5, which LDA wants to release for development. Staff for the new supermarket, new discount store, other new 
retail, community centre and the proposed Magpies’ health centre will all need long term parking. 

Sports on undeveloped green space bordering Moyes Crescent 
This is a very narrow site, so it probably has limited usefulness. A Higgins Oval upgrade would be welcome but the 
community cannot rely on Kippax Fair owners’ goodwill. We think a commitment to an upgrade by the ACT 
Government should have been included in the Master Plan. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Kippax Fair 
I am writing to provide Kippax Fair’s comments on the revised Kippax Group Centre Master Plan. 

We were particularly heartened by the Kippax Community Panel process, which involved three meetings between 
July and October last year, and where a variety of views on a range of issues were canvassed in a respectful and 
productive manner. All members of the Panel were given an opportunity to participate in the discussion and we 
would like to acknowledge the hard work of the various officials that were involved. 

It was particularly reassuring to see that the Panel was supportive of the alternative master plan put forward by 



Kippax Fair and appreciated what it is trying to achieve. 

Kippax Fair has been a strong advocate of a new master plan for the Kippax Group Centre for many years. Over the 
last three years, Kippax Fair has been working on developing an alternative master plan to the one first released by 
ACT Government in 2015. This is to enable an economically feasible expansion of Kippax Fair, especially in a setting 
that addresses parking concerns and which provides active community spaces and improved connections through 
the centre. 

We have undertaken significant consultation on two occasions, with the first being from December 2015 to January 
2016, and the second in October and November 2016. Collectively we held seven public information sessions on the 
alternative proposal in its various forms, with the two consultation periods resulting in the completion of 145 and 
207 surveys respectively. 
The survey results showed general support for the expansion of Kippax Fair with 80 per cent in the last consultation 
saying that they would like Kippax Fair developed. It is acknowledged that 15 per cent of respondents expressed a 
dislike for the disruption to the playing fields, but 25 per cent of these respondents had not used these fields. 

The recurring themes in the survey responses, including those from the consultations, included: 

• the importance of accessibility in and around Kippax Fair 
• the need for improved accessibility and amenity of the green space 
• the need for additional car parking and protection of the current parking, and 
• an acceptance that change is needed to the centre to meet current and future demand. 

There was also overall feedback that the Kippax Group Centre is enjoyed by the community, including the feeling of 
a sense of welcome and community by visitors. It is important that this is retained. 

As noted above, the Kippax Community Panel – comprised of representatives from the community, lessees, business 
owners, developers and the ACT Government – met on three occasions during 2017 and ultimately agreed that 
retail expansion to the east of Kippax Fair could provide a good outcome for the area in allowing for an additional 
major supermarket, a discount department store (DDS) and additional specialty shops/services. More specifically: 

• The proposed eastern expansion of the shopping centre will provide a consolidated built form and 
improved retail amenity without impacting on existing parking at the Centre. 

• Pedestrian connections will be improved from east to west around an axis from Luke Street to Moyes 
Crescent with an opportunity to create a central community square adjacent to the existing library. 

• The eastern expansion of the shopping centre will displace a proportion of the existing Holt District 
Playing Fields (Block 47 Section 51 Holt), with the intention being to upgrade the existing Higgins Ovals 
(south of Starke Street) to playing fields standard to replace the loss of this recreational facility. 

• The existing community centre to the east of the shopping centre would be relocated to a new site 
within close proximity to the existing library and on land enclosed by Hardwick Crescent. 

We are appreciative of the fact that many of our suggestions for the Centre were endorsed by the Community Panel 
and have now been included in the ACT Government’s revised Draft Master Plan, in particular the extension of the 
CZ1 Core zone to cover a redevelopment site to the east of the existing shopping centre. 

It must be acknowledged that most of the components of the Master Plan discussed below have been worked on for 
a number of years with significant consultation, as well as input from various experts. 

We are confident that generally the revised Master Plan delivers a superior outcome in terms of vehicular and 
pedestrian access, and retains and enhances the linkages between the Centre and the other retail and service 
offerings along Hardwick Crescent (west). It also demonstrates that adjustments at a precinct scale, including 
block/section consolidation and zone changes, can realise improved retail, sporting and community assets and 
connections. 

There have been several retail studies undertaken by the ACT Government and Kippax Fair to test and confirm the 
need for an expanded retail offering at the Kippax Group Centre, including an additional full-line supermarket. 



The original location of the additional full-line supermarket has been tested and was shown to be an unviable option 
from both a developer and retail perspective. The land parcel prevents any delivery of active frontages, and the 
other major full-line supermarket operator (apart from Woolworths) has made it clear that they do not have an 
appetite or desire to develop on a car park. 

The opportunity for the eastward expansion of Kippax Fair that the revised Master Plan provides for will enable 
improved access to the Centre and Moyes Crescent and under croft car parking to improve customer convenience. 

Following discussions with Canberra Region Rugby League and Oztag, an alternative oval configuration for the 
Holt/Higgins District Playing Fields has been designed that meets the requirements of both codes and has received 
their in-principle support — Attachment A includes this feedback from Oztag. This represents no loss of sporting 
amenity, and the potential addition of five sporting fields as shown in the second figure below. 
The east-west pedestrian spine links Luke Street to Moyes Crescent, as well as community facilities and existing and 
future retail development. This pedestrian spine will change the orientation of the shopping centre with its central 
axis defined by a community square/pedestrian plaza. 

Whilst Kippax Fair is committed to retaining the central pedestrian spine through the centre, its ultimate format will 
depend on how our development plans can best manage the slope and access through the centre. This work is 
currently taking place. 

The location shown on the revised Draft Master Plan for a “community hub/pedestrian plaza” is supported. While 
the proposed nature of this space is not yet fully resolved, there appears to be strong support within the community 
for a “people’s park or plaza”, with many seeing this new park, combined with the upgraded sporting fields at 
Higgins, as a reasonable compromise for the loss of open space to the east of the Centre. 

In our opinion, the plaza should be a single, well defined urban space to which pedestrian activity and networks are 
directed via the proposed pedestrian spine. Under this scheme, the entire area between Luke Street and Kippax Fair 
would be re-imagined, incorporating parkland, a playground, an amphitheatre (as proposed by the Kingsford Smith 
students at the Community Panel) and a new community centre/library, a move that is strongly supported by 
Belconnen Community Services. 

In relation to vehicle movements and parking at the centre, we believe the proposed “car-free space” on Hardwick 
Street will be disruptive to the circulation of traffic around Hardwick Street and would deny quick access to the 
shopping centre via convenient on street parking. We believe that a more workable option would be to create a low 
speed/shared access street in this section of Hardwick Crescent – essentially extending along the length of the 
library to the end of the proposed community facility building. This was an option that was discussed and endorsed 
by many members of the Community Panel. 

The proposed structured car park for the northern end of Hardwick Crescent would mainly benefit patrons of the 
Magpies Football Club, since other surrounding development within the adjacent “Mixed-Use Precinct” has on-site 
parking for customers and residents (e.g. McDonalds, the veterinary surgery, the childcare centre and multi-unit 
residential complex). 

Given Magpies has already signalled their intent to relocate, the need for this car park is untested, especially given 
our proposed retail expansion will accommodate approximately 500 undercover car spaces to support the additional 
commercial floor space. This provision will attract shoppers accessing the supermarkets and other retail facilities, 
thereby increasing the availability of convenient at-grade parking to support community and other existing uses 
within the Group Centre. 

Regarding the proposed built form in the precinct, we believe that the opportunity for six-storey development along 
Hardwick Street should be extended to the south for both consistency and urban design, mirroring the low to 
medium-rise to the east. 

There appears to be no logical reason why the proposed opportunity for increased height (medium-rise) doesn’t 
extend to Kippax Place, by following the footprint of the existing shopping centre buildings. The proposed 



continuation of medium rise development as suggested should be in preference to the disjointed (rather than 
consolidated) approach to urban form of identifying additional medium rise sites on the western side of Hardwick 
Crescent and on a single site opposite the Kalparrin Aged Care facility. 

The significant fall across the site from Hardwick Crescent to Moyes Crescent should be the subject of a detailed 
visual assessment to determine building envelopes and cross sections that will produce a high quality urban design 
outcome for the whole Group Centre. Appropriately, the results of such an assessment may then be the subject of a 
technical amendment to the Territory Plan to revise the existing Holt Precinct Map and Code. 

A number of community members have observed that the proposed development area to the east of Kippax Fair is 
prone to inundation during high rainfall events. We have acknowledged this as a significant issue from the very 
beginning of our work and have engaged with engineers throughout our due diligence and early design work. The 
consistent expert advice to date is that this issue can be managed appropriately — we would not be seriously 
considering this option were that not the case. 

Some members of the Belconnen Community Council (BCC) have suggested that expanding the centre to the east 
will have a negative impact on the urban heat island effect, arguing instead for development on the existing car park 
(notwithstanding that this option has already been demonstrated as unviable and without support from the 
majority of the community). 

While in isolation there is some truth to the BCC’s proposition, what they have failed to acknowledge is that there 
are a variety of ways that heat islands can be reduced and that it is equally plausible that the new Centre as 
proposed could in fact deliver a net reduction in the heat island effect in this area through, for example: 

• the installation of green roofs 
• additional tree plantings and increased vegetation cover across the catchment 
• appropriate materiality in new building construction 
• a review of materiality in existing footpaths, car parks and roads. 

Finally, the BCC has also failed to acknowledge the broader environmental benefits that will be delivered through 
the refurbishment and expansion of the existing centre. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
I strongly object to the revisions to the draft master plan. That is I do not support: 

• rezoning of part of the playing fields from open space to retail uses to allow for retail expansion to the 
east of Kippax Fair; 

• that part of the surface car park to the west of Woolworths (south of the Kippax Library and the 
proposed new community facilities building) be rezoned to open space to allow for a small 'people's 
park'; nor do I support 

• the lost playing fields lost as part of any eastern retail expansion be relocated to the currently disused 
Higgins Ovals to the south of Starke Street. 

The ACT Government should preserve green space for community use and the expansion of Kippax Fair onto existing 
green space is not the best option for residents and users of that space. 

If extra retail space is to be made available, than I suggest that either of the large government owned car parks 
serving the Kippax group centre be considered for conversion to retail space and m multilevel car park structures. 

Government building at the rear of Kippax Fair is at the end of its useful life, and that space could be better used for 
retail purposes. If that was to occur, I would expect a replacement government building to be built with equal access 
to that of the retail space, and offering extra government services to West Belconnen residents such as an Access 
Canberra shopfront, health facilities or some other service identified through community consultation. 

I support the earlier submission of the BCC and do not like the propose alternatives as put forward by the current 
owners of Kippax Fair. 

http://belcouncil.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/BCC-submission-Kippax-Master-Plan-Feb-2016.pdf


Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
In regards to the proposed plan for Kippax, having lived in the area almost all my life I find it hard to accept these 
changes to the Kippax area. What is proposed will only take away from the area, and Canberra. With the ongoing 
developments throughout Canberra, Kippax retains some of the aspects of what Canberra is meant to be, the bush 
capital. It’s an area of both urban living and bush land with useable fields for sports and recreation I see being used 
on the daily. 

Taking away part of that to develop shops that are already there is redundant, while also taking away shops and 
parking to squish in apartments will only condense the areas open environment and free flowing conditions. 

We are already loosing enough of our natural environment and greenery to the condensing of residential living 
spaces, lack nature strips and back yards, reduced or removed parks and recreation areas. The long term effects of 
this over devolved urban spaces can only leave a negative footprint for the future of Canberra and its residents, and 
it starts with what is proposed here. 

It would be fair to use the funds to help update the Kippax centre, footpaths, park, and carpark/bus interchange. It is 
a small hub for quick local needs. If more suburb shops were developed rather than concentrating all smaller shops 
into one area, I believe it would help keep the beloved aesthetic of the nation’s bush capital while giving a change 
for locals to thrive. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Resident 
Please leave all of the green space as green space for the growing community to enjoy! What is going to happen 
with the current shops and the poor state they are in? What company and who will be responsible for the upkeep? 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Magpies Sports Club Group 
The Magpies Sports Club has been located at the Northern end of Kippax for over 40 years and provide the following 
comments in relation to the Kippax Master Plan. 

The Magpies group is in strong support of the proposed changes to the group centre, we believe the proposed 
changes sympathetically take into account the broad range of users Kippax has and will have into the future. Kippax 
needs revitalisation and with the upcoming population increase from the Ginninderry Estate, we hope that the 
works on Kippax can be commenced and completed as soon as is practical. 

In addition to the general supporting comment above, we make the following specific comments: 

1. We strongly support keeping the spaces inside the Hardwick Cres loop for circulation, parking, parks, 
transport and community services. 

2. Continue to keep the zones outside Hardwick Cres for commercial and mixed use development. 
3. The expansion of Kippax Fair over the playing fields is also supported on the basis the Higgins (or other) 

ovals are upgraded to fairly compensate for the lost amenity. The additional retail offerings in the 
expanded centre will allow the public a broader range of shopping options 

The Magpies Group want to ensure the Kippax Group Centre is the focal shopping, service and recreation precinct 
for the population of West Belconnen and believe the proposed changes will allow this to happen. 

Once we again we strongly support the proposed master plan and hope it all proceeds in a timely manner. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Westfield Belconnen 
As previously advised, we are the solicitors for Senctre Management Limited (‘Scentre”) Scentre. Scentre is the 
successor to Westfield Management Limited (“WML”) in the management of the Australia-located “Westfield” 
shopping centre assets. As well as its management role, Scentre has ownership interests as the title holder or part 
title holder of all WML’s Australian assets. In the Australian Capital Territory, Scentre manages both Westfield 
Woden and Westfield Belconnen. 



This letter reiterates and builds upon the position of Scentre as was stated in our previous letter dated 5 February 
2016 (“the Previous Submission”), in the context of the Kippax Group Centre Master Plan Community Panel 
Outcomes Report and the draft Kippax Group Centre Master Plan Revisions said to have emanated from that Report. 
The Previous Submission is included as an attachment to this letter. Scentre, as one of the Crown Lessees of 
Westfield Belconnen, is a major stakeholder in and around Belconnen Town Centre. Westfield Belconnen represents 
the central commercial and retail core of the Belconnen Town Centre. Accordingly, Scentre has an interest in 
ensuring that the guiding frameworks for developments within the Belconnen precinct and surrounds (including 
master plans) are carefully considered in the interests of residents, local businesses and all users of the area. 

The hierarchy of planning uses in Belconnen and indeed the whole of Canberra is of great importance not only to 
Scentre but also to the viability of the wider economy. As such, Scentre wishes to ensure that the role of the 
Belconnen Town Centre is maintained, consistent with the Territory Plan and the Nation Capital Plan. The 
development of any master plans in relation to areas surrounding Belconnen Town Centre should not contradict the 
hierarchy stipulated in the Territory Plan. Master planning must maintain and enhance the hierarchy of planning 
uses, a fundamental which must be maintained. 

A. Therefore, in line with the Previous Submission, Scentre’s foremost concern is that there has been no 
de-intensification of the commercial uses proposed by the Master Plan. To the contrary, the revisions to 
the Master Plan show no change in direction or reduction in the degree of commercial uses proposed  
to be permitted at the Kippax Group Centre in the future. 

Further, Scentre wishes to draw to the attention of the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development 
Directorate (“the EPSDD”) new circumstances that the proposed revisions to the Kippax Group Centre Master Plan 
either do not consider, or do not adequately consider. What follows is a statement of Scentre’s concerns with the 
proposed revisions to the Master Plan, accounting for recent developments that have occurred within, or have had 
implications for, that part of Canberra serviced by the Belconnen Town Centre. 

B. The Territory hierarchy and Town Centre primacy 

The significant commercial and retail expansion that was envisaged in the original Master Plan, said to be in the 
region of 9,000 m2 to 10,000 m2 of Gross Floor Area (“GFA”) for commercial/retail use in addition to what is already 
in place at the Kippax Group Centre, is unchanged. We have previously voiced our client’s significant concerns 
regarding this expansion, which would double the current permitted GFA. Our client maintains its strong opposition 
to an expansion of this scale and degree, which would no doubt have an irreversible detrimental effect on 
Belconnen Town Centre. 

The revisions also give form and shape to the kinds of commercial/retail uses proposed. Much to Scentre’s 
bewilderment, those proposed new uses are now specified as an additional supermarket and a discount department 
store. A supermarket in this location would be in addition to an already existing big-format Woolworth’s 
supermarket which comprises a large part of the existing 11,000 m2 of commercial/retail space at Kippax. 

The proposed Master Plan revisions would put the Kippax Group Centre firmly in competition with Belconnen Town 
Centre and inevitably would damage the primacy of Belconnen Town Centre. Critics may be of the opinion that 
Scentre’s submissions are purely self-serving, however that is not the case: 

• The Territory Plan is a law of the Australian Capital Territory. It is not some “advisory statement” or 
“nice sentiment”. Investors such as Scentre, that bring public facilities, entertainment, essential 
services, core retail and, most importantly, jobs to the ACT rely upon planning instruments when 
making investment decisions. The importance of this is not to be underestimated, both in terms of 
economic substance and “good faith”. 

• Westfield Belconnen is not “just” nor is it “only” Scentre – it is all of the shop owners, working families, 
student employees, senior citizens and Canberra north-side residents who “live, work and play” in the 
facility and in the surrounds that have been developed in the Town Centre. If the livelihood of those 
individuals is threatened and diminished by extravagant over-expansion plans and de-fragmentation of 
the market to nearby lower-order Centres the effects on the Town Centre will be dire. Case example of 
this in recent history only need reference Woden Town Centre and the disastrous affects fragmenting 



the market has had on this commercial zone. 

What is of particular concern to Scentre is that the revisions are meant to be incorporated in a draft Master Plan 
that professes to take these matters into account: 

The commercial and retail proposals set out in the draft Master Plan and its proposed revisions do not complement 
the Belconnen Town Centre. The importance that the draft Master Plan says should be given to the primacy of the 
Belconnen Town Centre has not been carried forward in the consideration of the revisions, which has led to the 
proposals we see in front of us. What we see here is an example of community activism that has been responded to 
in a way that is not condoned by the planning instruments that regulate ACT planning. This needs to be realised, and 
reversed, before interested parties are forced to undertake further action in an attempt to preserve their legitimate 
rights and expectations. 
In addition, the proposed increase in commercial and retail GFA and the kinds of retail intensification proposed 
(development of an additional supermarket and discount department store) are not consistent with the National 
Capital Plan by which the Territory itself is bound under the Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land 
Management) Act 1988. 

Under the National Capital Plan, the ACT is separated into separate and distinct townships.4 The National Capital 
Plan recognises the importance of having one town centre as the focal point for each township, along with the 
importance of maintaining the integrity of such a hierarchy. The National Capital Plan clearly stipulates that a 
“hierarchy of centres” must be maintained and that in this hierarchy of Centres each town will have a Centre as the 
“focal point for higher order retail functions, commercial services, offices and community facilities”. 

The National Capital Plan states that major redevelopment of some Group Centres (including Dickson, Kingston and 
Manuka) “would be undesirable” if those changes went against the purpose of the hierarchy of the already 
established centres. The National Capital Plan together with the Territory Plan clearly indicate that it is not desirable 
for there to be increased retail intensification in Centres which would detract from the primacy of the Town Centres. 
Scentre’s concern here is compounded by the fact that the Kippax Group Centre is located less than six kilometres 
from Belconnen Town Centre. 

Scentre would like to reiterate that the draft Master Plan is directly contrary to the concepts of a hierarchy of 
Centres as enshrined in both the Territory Plan and National Capital Plan. The proposals in the Master Plan, if 
implemented, would detract from the primacy of Belconnen Town Centre. The revisions do nothing to resolve this 
issue. Indeed, in now stipulating, presumably from the “wish list” of the local electorate, that a second supermarket 
and a discount department store be added to the Kippax Group Centre, the proposals are even more starkly 
opposed to the hierarchy than before. 

Scentre recommends and requests that the EPSDD reassess the draft Master Plan and its revisions, and that they not 
be put forward for any future confirmation processes in their current form. The extent of the retail expansion 
proposed in the draft Master Plan as it is would encroach detrimentally on the intended primacy of Belconnen Town 
Centre, and the proposed additions of a supermarket and discount department store would make Kippax Group 
Centre directly competitive with Belconnen Town Centre in a way that would be contrary to ACT planning law. 

C. Existing negative impacts on Belconnen Town Centre 

In striving to maintain the planning hierarchy and balance required by the two Plans, EPSDD must also consider 
impacts that have weakened the position of Belconnen Town Centre in recent years. In this regard Scentre would 
like to highlight: 

• the ACT government’s investment in the Canberra Light Rail, and the route of that service; 
• the rapid expansion of the Gungahlin Town Centre; 
• continued favouritism for the Canberra Centre in the city area, whether or not mandated by the same 

hierarchy that Scentre calls upon in its resistance to the present proposals. 

These important developments are not mentioned in the draft Master Plan or the Community Panel Outcomes 



Report. They further exacerbate the planning imbalance that threatens the livelihood of the community at 
Belconnen Town Centre. 

Canberra Light Rail 
As an important and historic Town Centre, Belconnen Town Centre has been a central hub for public transport 
infrastructure. It is an important “destination” for north-side Canberrans. Scentre has itself invested in this 
infrastructure, by constructing the bus interchange at the Belconnen Town Centre, allowing it to be used without 
charge by the Territory into the future. The relocation of the interchange also freed up considerable areas of the 
Town Centre for sale and redevelopment. 

However, the construction of the more modern light rail between the city and the Gungahlin Town improves the 
attractiveness of that Town Centre in comparison to the other Town Centres. Belconnen is not realistically 
contemplated for light rail service in the foreseeable future. The current proposed light rail corridors do not 
contemplate routes or stops that go anywhere near Belconnen in either Stage 1 or Stage 2 of the light rail 
development. 

This means that Belconnen has seen a reduction in its “identity” a central hub for Northern Canberra. Areas that the 
light rail either is passing or that it is proposed to pass, Gungahlin included, have already seen moderate retail 
expansion and new development vigour. In this context it is important that Canberra’s astute planning department 
not encourage, and far less implement, changes that will adversely impact on Town Centres such as Belconnen 
which face an already intensely competitive situation with less infrastructure and unbalanced support. To the north 
of Belconnen Town Centre the light rail will improve Gungahlin Town Centre and potentially reduce the importance 
of Belconnen as a transport hub. To the immediate west of Belconnen Town Centre the Kippax Group Centre is 
slated for massively increased GFA and a series of developments that are already provided for within Belconnen 
Town Centre. 

Gungahlin Town Centre 
Scentre also notes the increasing importance of Gungahlin, a Town Centre that already competes with Belconnen 
Town Centre both for commercial and retail clientele, and now as a transport hub, on the north-side of Canberra. 

Gungahlin continues to be the fastest growing area in the Australia. Its proximity to Belconnen already undermines 
Belconnen’s identity as the primary commercial and retail destination on the north-side of Canberra. Gungahlin 
more widely has enjoyed significant commercial, retail and residential expansion including the development of the 
Gungahlin Market Place, the Casey Market Town, and expansion of the Gungahlin Bus Interchange. CZ1 zoning uses 
are the mainstay of Belconnen’s continuing commercial competitiveness. If multiple supermarket and discount 
department store uses are given to the Kippax Group Centre, Belconnen’s primacy will be further eroded. 

As they stand, the draft Master Plan and its revisions would do more damage to an area that is already overcoming a 
number of challenges. Failure to account for the pressures presently faced by Belconnen Town Centre will cause a 
shift in the position of the “core” of Belconnen, contrary to the vision that has, to date, been planned for the ACT. 
The Belconnen transport hub will be less frequently patronised (as we have already seen), and the use of the Town 
Centre for community purposes will suffer. From an economic viewpoint, town centres like Belconnen will suffer if 
retail over-expansion is permitted in areas that are not meant to be as retail-intensive as the Town Centres and are 
already adequately serviced at their respective levels, such as is the case with Kippax. 

These are important economic interests, and are recognised by the High Court as being matters for genuine legal 
consideration in the making of planning decisions: 

• It may well be right to say…that the Planning Act does not have as an object or purpose the "protection 
of the commercial interests of [individual] owners of shopping centres or supermarkets, or the 
protection of existing supermarkets from competition". But it by no means follows that an individual 
owner or operator is not adversely affected by a planning decision that will have direct commercial 
consequences for that owner or operator. As the Planning Act makes plain in its statement of objects, it 



is concerned with the general commercial health of the Territory. So much appears from the use of the 
expressions "the orderly and sustainable development of the ACT", "the social, environmental and 
economic aspirations of the people of the ACT", and "sound financial principles". Claims of individual 
adverse effect are not irrelevant to the pursuit of those general objectives. 

Therefore, we recommend and request that the EPSDD reconsider the draft Master Plan and its revisions in light of 
these important changes in the structure and dynamics of the competing Town Centres themselves. Serious 
commercial and community implications would arise if the proposals are carried forward – implications that, 
according to both of the ACT’s planning instruments, and the High Court, are mandatory and relevant considerations 
in any master planning process. 

D. Conclusion 

Accordingly, due to: 

• the significant risk to the primacy of Belconnen Town Centre, and the role of Town Centres in Canberra; 
• the clear diversion from the planning principles established for the ACT; and 
• the detrimental effect of retail intensification outside the Town Centres and fragmentation to the 

market, 

Scentre submits: 

• that the draft Master Plan and its proposed revisions, which would serve to double the GFA and to 
intensify the commercial and retail uses in the Kippax Group Centre, not be pursued in their current 
form; and 

• that no commercial or retail expansions be allowed in the Kippax Group Centre that would allow it to 
position itself as a direct competitor to Belconnen Town Centre. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Belconnen Community Council 
The Belconnen Community Council (BCC) thanks EPSDD for the opportunity to contribute to community consultation 
on the revised Kippax Draft Master Plan. 

We attach our original submission (Attachment A) from February 2016, as we still believe it provides informed 
feedback on the aims of the master plan process to enhance the Kippax Group Centre to cater for increased 
population, and associated demand for retail and community facilities. Our specific concerns related to the revised 
draft master plan are in this submission. 

We thank the Directorate for including us in the community reference panels during late 2017, when the community 
consultation process that had concluded in early 2016 was reopened after lobbying by Kippax Fair owners paid 
consultants, Elton Consulting. We felt that the reopened process had too strong a focus on retail drivers favouring 
an appropriation of Urban Open Space for retail use, ignoring better options already identified in the draft master 
plan. 

This second consultation process and its focus on Kippax Fair owners commercial ambitions, seems to be at odds 
with the aims of the initial consultation process and the support that the draft master plan had from the community 
for a sensible mix of open space (and better access to it), community facilities, and the use of older buildings and 
government owned carparks for future retail use. 

Summary 
In this submission, the BCC set out the argument for rejecting the commercial appropriation of urban open space to 
the east of Kippax Fair, retaining Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 for commercial use, and urging the government to 
reject the pressure of paid consultants whose views are at odds with the community over the future of the Kippax 
group centre. 

We also urge the ACT Government to ensure that any decision about rezoning urban open space conforms with its 
own policies on active living, urban heat islands, climate change adaptation and uses a triple bottom line 



assessment. 

Incorporating the Kippax Fair owner’s private proposal in lieu of the recommendations of the initial draft Kippax 
master plan will see a considerable reduction in green space in the Kippax precinct. The new rezoning proposals 
serve only Kippax Fair owners and not the precinct as a whole; a pocket community park is not a fair trade. 
Enhancing services, access and facilities in the Kippax Precinct are not dealt with in any meaningful way. 

Businesses in Kippax not associated with Kippax Fair will be disadvantaged and become less viable if this private 
proposal is accepted as is. The commercial centre of the Kippax Group Centre will shift away from its hub in the 
Hardwick Crescent area, with a mix of viable street frontage and community facilities, to a controlled closed retail 
environment similar to a mini Belconnen Mall. The resulting drop in patronage of the surrounding shops and 
businesses could lead to under investment by the owners of those shops. 

This could lead to a death spiral where these small businesses close due to a drop in trade, or moving to other 
locations due to pressure to upgrade or the creation of an undesirable location. The worst case is the street level 
retail not associated with Kippax Fair could end up dotted with empty shops and a loss of a mixture of businesses 
and services from the Kippax Group Centre. This is contrary to the aims of the Master Plan. 

Future public transport options could also be impacted. By appropriating the playing fields, future options and 
opportunities to establish a light rail terminal in the Kippax precinct would also be affected if the private proposal 
were accepted. 

The BCC suggest that the best outcome for the Kippax Group Centre would be the adoption of the 
recommendations from the 2016 Kippax Draft Master Plan. 

Background 
The master plan process for Kippax has been ongoing since 2013 and in 2018 should have been concluded, with a 
new precinct code enacted through a Territory Plan Variation. It is important that this precinct is upgraded with new 
retail and community facilities to cater to the increased population that West Belconnen will receive, especially as 
the Ginninderry residential development has already started to sell residential blocks and housing. 

The BCC support the addition of extra retail space, including new supermarket offerings. This upgrade must be in 
sympathy with the existing feel of the Kippax Group Centre, a combination of walkable street front retail and an 
enclosed shopping centre similar in scale to other group centres. 

The BCC have significant concerns about this master planning process, and it’s reopening to include a drastically 
rapacious land grab of urban open space, well after community consultation had concluded (and a draft master plan 
issued). 

Kippax Fair owners have created the delay in the process after the draft master plan released in early 2016 failed to 
include their designs on the Kippax playing fields for retail purposes. The 2016 draft master plan did address the 
objectives for the precinct and was a result of community consultation and strong support from government, 
community and sporting groups, and local residents. 

Following the October 2016 election, the consultants engaged by Kippax Fair owners (Elton consulting) lobbied 
government to have the master plan process reopened. In November 2016 they issued a revised ‘private master 
plan’ that created confusion in the community. 

This paid lobbying effort was successful with the government reopening the consultation process to discuss at 
length the Kippax Fair owner’s plans to appropriate urban open space. These new commercial ideas from Kippax Fair 
owners could have been included in the 2013---2016 consultation process initially, and their failure to do so has 
created an impost on the wider community and significant expense in the planning area of EPSDD. 

Kippax Fair owner observed in the RiotAct post that: 

“The owners disagree with the government’s Master Plan proposal for a supermarket over a car park. This 



would leave four blank brick walls and issues with a loading dock. Instead the family wants the substantial 
redevelopment to expand to the rear of the shopping centre, where two ovals stand. “We want to address the 
negativity of developing over green space, we want to develop it, we cannot deny it. The confusing competing 
‘Master Plans’ has led to significant difficulties discussing any planning in the Kippax precinct with members of the 
public – as one first has to establish which ‘master plan’ they are referring to. 

Of greater community concern is that this second consultation process seemed to be solely about the expanding the 
Kippax Fair owners retail centre over the playing fields, and has veered away from the other requirements the initial 
master plan process had identified for the entire Kippax precinct (outside the private interests of Kippax Fairs 
owners). 

The community reference group meetings in late 2017 had a strong emphasis on presentations supporting the 
Kippax Fair owners private proposal. The wholesale adoption of reports provided by Kippax Fair owner’s consultants 
relating to the impacts on other businesses in the Group Centre was startling. This conflicted with the draft master 
plan that discussed using the government owned carparks for the location of a new supermarket and other retail 
space. 

While presentations from school students and community groups were made, much of the discussion was focussed 
on retail outcomes and commercial priorities. An implication that future community facilities and their upgrading or 
replacement in the group centre (such as the old health building now used by the Belconnen Community Services) 
were solely dependent upon Kippax Fair owner’s proposal being successful, appears to have become accepted by 
some community members. 

The concern of the BCC Committee on the approach being taken in the community reference panel was so great, 
that we sought permission to make a presentation. The BCC feel that the retail imperatives being used to drive the 
rezoning of the Kippax playing fields ignore other ACT Government policies on active living, climate change 
adaptation, the urban heat island effect and more disturbingly, that any assessment be based on the ACT 
Governments own triple bottom line framework. 

Response to revisions to the Kippax draft master plan 
The draft Kippax master plan has been revised to include the following: 

• Recommending rezoning of part of the playing fields from open space to retail uses to allow for retail 
expansion to the east of Kippax Fair; 

• Recommending that part of the surface car park to the west of Woolworths (south of the Kippax Library 
and the proposed new community facilities building) be rezoned to open space to allow for a small 
'people's park'; and 

• Recommendations that the lost playing fields lost as part of any eastern retail expansion be relocated to 
the currently disused Higgins Ovals to the south of Starke Street. 

The BCC oppose the first point unless it is made more specific as to which parts of the Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 
playing fields will be rezoned. 

As identified in the original community consultation process, using a small section of the Kippax playing fields that 
would assist in aggregating the underused parts and older buildings at the rear of the Kippax retail centre, and 
providing better access (pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle) to the Kippax retail centre would be sensible and are 
supported by the BCC. 

Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 are zoned as Urban Open Space. The two proposals by Kippax Fair owners for 
increasingly larger parts of the Kippax green space, which would be built over with retail, commercial and some 
residential development cannot be supported when better options exist. These better options, primarily building 
extra retail space in an ACT Government carpark, are supported by the BCC. 

The BCC support this proposal with some reservations and concerns. 



In the community reference group the proposal made by Elton Consulting on behalf of the Kippax Fair owners was 
to convert the surface carpark (Section 89, block 1 and to the west of Woolworths to green space, with community 
facilities around it. Between that session and the draft master plan revisions, that proposal has become a ‘small 
peoples park’ on Section 89, Block 1 only. 

This idea arose because of concerns raised by many members of the community that green space would be lost if 
the Kippax playing fields were rezoned for commercial, and built over by commercial buildings. This would impact 
upon the total area of green space in Kippax, and contribute to the urban heat island effect. 

Until this issue is resolved, the BCC are hesitant in supporting it, especially as confusion exists between what was 
proposed at the community reference group meeting and what has been reported in the revised draft master plan. 
Is it a square meter for square meter swap of green space to the east of Kippax Fair, replaced by the car park being 
converted to green space? Section 89, Block 1 is less than 1/10th the size of the green space in Section 51 that would 
be surrendered for retail use. Clarification is required urgently. 
The idea has merit if delivered in line with community expectations. 

The BCC support reactivating the Higgins Oval, but not at the expense of losing the Kippax playing fields. 

This proposal is from the Kippax Fair owner’s private master plan prepared by Elton Consulting. It intends to equate 
the reactivation of an underutilised oval, with the loss of an underutilised oval at Section 51, blocks 47 and 35. 

Reactivating the Higgins oval is a good idea that should occur regardless of the fate of the Kippax playing fields. The 
two should not be linked; losing green space is not compensated by better use of existing green space. That green 
space at Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 no longer exists. 

Despite being asked several times for a commitment in writing from Kippax Fair owners to fund the reactivation of 
the Higgins Oval, this has not been received. The government planners have captured in community reference group 
minutes that the reactivation should not be a cost borne by the community. 

At the second community reference group EPSDD advised, “Exactly how sporting facilities will be replaced in the 
future and who would pay for the facilities is a matter that will be negotiated between the ACT Government and the 
purchaser of land at the time of sale. It is dependent on many factors that we don’t know at this time such as the 
value of land.” 

How can the community have faith in the delivery of this if negotiations are made in private at the point of sale? 
This is an issue that must be resolved, in a transparent fashion with community input, before it can be properly 
considered. 

Response to specific rezoning revisions 
The ACT Government webpage at https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group-centre-master-plan-2 contains 
several graphical representations of revisions from the initial draft, to the revised draft. The BCC response to the 
revisions are: 

Spatial framework 
This 2018 revision is the worst outcome and recommendation arising from the reopening of the consultation 
process. The ACT Government owned carparks at Section 89, Block 1 and 2 are ideal for use as commercial sites. 
They are empty and used for surface car parking. Under the 2018 revision, both blocks are removed from 
consideration for commercial zoning and use as future retail space. They are now possibly a community space 
(Block1), and a carpark (Block 2). 

This revision is counter to all consultation feedback during the initial consultation phase, and counter to ACT 
Government plans presented to the community during the2013-2016 consultation process. It is a direct result of 
pressure applied by Kippax Fair owners to the ACT Government. 

Throughout the 2017 community reference group process, several intimations to an ACT Government commissioned 

https://www.yoursay.act.gov.au/kippax-group-centre-master-plan-2


retail research report from 2016 were made alluding that this site was not suitable to retail use, as it would not be 
economically viable. The BCC asked that this report be made publicly available, but this was denied 

The opportunity for the BCC to read the 2016 Macro Plan Dimasi report (but not make a copy) was made available. 
The report did not state that the site was unsuitable for commercial use. The researchers assessed Options 1, 2 and 
3 of the draft master plan proposals (the car parks fronting Kippax Fair) and 4 (initial Kippax Fair owner’s proposal). 
They concluded that: 

• “A new supermarket with a potential depth of 45 metres, as would be possible on carpark Site 3 for 
example is a realistic outcome, which a tenant with a real interest in locating at Kippax would be 
prepared to lease.” 

• “The Kippax Fair proposal however, will not likely advance the urban design objective of activating 
Hardwick crescent east, and also encroaches upon some areas of the adjoining sports field, which is not 
consistent with the Kippax group Centre draft Master Plan.” 

• The analysis recommends Scenario 4 (Kippax Fair private proposal) solely on the cost of providing 
replacement car parking in Scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Specifically the high cost of constructing 
basement/deck parking on a retail building in Section 89, Block 1 and 2. It assessed at grade surface 
parking at $2,678 per space and basement parking from $25,000 to $55,000 per space. 

The research assumes that parking will remain free in the Kippax group centre. This is an assumption with no basis, 
and defies a trend across Canberra to introduce paid parking where demand for parking exceeds supply. 

The analysis also notes market concerns on the ability of Kippax Fair owners to deliver the proposal, and advises of 
greatly reduced appetite for new supermarket sites in the ACT. As a retail analysis report it totally ignores social and 
environmental factors and does not apply them against the objectives from the Kippax master Plan. 

Further information on the Macro Plan Dimasi research can be found on pages 15 and 16 of Attachment B (Kippax 
green Space and Urban Heat Island effects presentation). The BCC urge the ACT Government to release this report. 

Land Use Zones 
As already noted above, The BCC have concerns about Section 89, Block 1 being swapped for Section 51 and used 
for community use. In the revision, Section 89, Block 1 is PRZ1 zoned, however it is likely that pressure could be 
applied to use this for community use under CFZ zoning between the draft master plan process and a precinct code 
appearing. 

Building Heights 
Proposed new height limits would enable retail expansion on the existing Kippax Fair footprint up to a height of six 
storeys. The BCC would prefer to see medium rise heights in the Kippax Group centre of three to six storeys. We 
have no objections to the heights proposed around Hardwick Crescent. 

We do not support the proposed building heights on Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 and as noted above, urge that this 
remain zoned as Urban Open Space, and not built over. 

Pedestrian and Cyclist Connections 
The 2018 revision simply assumes that the Kippax Fair owner’s private proposal will occur, and that this will allow 
people to walk from Moyes Crescent into the Kippax centre. 

The BCC continue to support a new road connection from Moyes Crescent to Hardwick Crescent to enhance vehicle, 
cyclist and pedestrian access, and improve future public transport options. 

Recommendations 
The master plan process has become derailed and confusion over the outcomes sought for the Kippax Group Centre 
has been created. 

The initial draft master plan from 2016 has the support of the BCC. The submission made by the BCC in 2016 was the 



result of an enormous community effort comprised of extensive community consultation, several public meetings 
hosted by the BCC for ACT Government Planners (and Kippax Fair) to present ideas, and feedback received by the 
BCC from members and residents. 

The Kippax Fair owner’s private proposal is not the best option. In addition to the extra space made available to 
Kippax Fair through the proposed additional height provisions, they have the ability to make better use of the space 
at the immediate rear of their building currently used for parking and service access. 

Commercial space can also be found by rezoning the government owned carparks of Section 86 (5000 sqm), Section 
88 (3850 sqm) and (3830 sqm) Section 22, the old health centre. That is substantial area that can be both multilevel 
parking and/or commercial space. 

To ensure that the community retains confidence in ACT Government planning processes, the BCC recommend the 
following: 

• That the urban open space at Section 51, blocks 47 and 35 not be rezoned for commercial use and 
remain zoned for Urban Open Space. 

• That the government owned carparks at Section 89, blocks 1 and 2 be made available for commercial 
use with increased parking provided in a basement or on the roof of a commercial building with street 
frontage retail. 

• That the government owned carparks at Section 89, blocks 1 and 2 be provided to the market for 
commercial use through the auction process instead of a direct sale process. 

• The recommendations from the 2016 draft master plan are adopted. 
• That future master planning processes, or precinct code processes be open and transparent and not 

able to be reopened when subjected to lobbying pressure by paid consultants and commercial 
interests. 

• That the ACT Government adhere to existing ACT policies in Climate Change Adaptation, Active living 
and the use of the triple bottom line assessment framework when considering the future of group 
centres. 

• That the future use of urban green space has defined value as urban residential space grows, especially 
as residential densification reduces individual access to private green space. 

Email received 16 March 2018 – Tennis ACT 
Thank you for the opportunity to provideinputinto the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan process. 

TheKippaxGroup Centreincludesthe KippaxTennisClub,whichisakeytennisfacilityto service the wider 
Belconnencommunity, particularly withthe forecasted growthof West Belconnen. The Tennis Australia 
target tennis court to population ratio is1:2,000. Unfortunately,the Belconnen regioncurrently hasan 
undersupply of tennis courts, withacurrent tennis court to population ratio of 1:4,002 (based on the 2016 
census data). With an increase in population in the region through the development of Ginninderry, the 
current undersupply of tennis courts in Belconnen is only going to get worse. 

That is why in partnership with ACT Government, the Kippax Tennis Club recently received funding from Active 
Canberra for the rejuvenation of the current facilities and investigative work for the expansion of the tennis 
courts. The proposed expansion of the tennis facilities would require securing  a  portion  of  land  from 
Section 51,Block 47,immediately to the West of the club'scurrentlease on Block 46. 

This feedback has been provided previously to the planning department and was identified in 'Figure 21: 
Opportunities' of the Kippax Group Centre Draft Master Plan released in November 2015. Tennis ACT does not 
support any changes to the Kippax Group Centre Master Plan that would hinder the expansion of the Kippax 
Tennis Club to the West on to Section 51, Block 47. 

Tennis ACT does support the proposed changes to the revised spatial framework, as it increases the activity 
around the Kippax Tennis Club. This includes the proposed Park and Ride on Moyes Crescent, which should 
increase the passing traffic to the tennis club, as well as the expansion of the Centre Core Precinct on to 



Section 51, Block 47, as it doesn't interfere with the potential expansion of the tennis club. 

End 
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